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An Evaluation of a Pedagogical Reform Designed for College
Chemistry Teaching with Large Classes
Scott Edwin Lewis
ABSTRACT
This work presents an evaluation of a reform teaching practice, known as peer-led
guided inquiry, that combines guided inquiry and cooperative learning for college
chemistry teaching.  Integral to implementing the reform in a large class (greater than 100
students) was the role of peer leaders, undergraduate students who have successfully
completed the target course.  These peer leaders facilitated cooperative learning groups
during weekly guided inquiry activities in general chemistry.
The evaluation, using data collected over a 3-year period, had two main foci:
effective teaching and promotion of equity in the classroom.  Both of these aims were
evaluated using hierarchical linear models.  The reform was found to be effective, with a
progressive increase in the test scores of those students in the reform classes versus the
students in the traditional classes.  Furthermore, students in the reform outperformed their
counterparts on an externally-constructed national exam.  Both findings also held true
when controlling for student SAT scores.
ix
Effectiveness is not sufficient cause for recommendation amid concerns that
distinct groups of students may be disadvantaged by a reform. The evaluation therefore
had special concern for students who were at significant risk of low performance in a
college chemistry course, such as those with poor high school preparation.  No evidence
was found that the reform made the situation worse for these students; in fact, the reform
was determined to be effective regardless of preparation as measured by SAT scores. In
addition, formal thought ability was found to be an important factor in chemistry
performance, independent of SAT scores, with low formal thought ability placing
students at-risk.  The evaluation data indicated that the reform may have allowed students
who entered the course with low formal thought ability to overcome this disadvantage,
though this effect could be attributed to chance.
Finally, to understand further the students in this setting beyond cognitive factors,
an inventory of student study approaches was administered.  Three specific approach
profiles were prevalent: surface, surface achieving and achieving.  Two less prevalent
approach profiles, deep and deep achieving, were related to better understanding of
chemistry as measured by the national exam.
1I.  Reform Teaching for Large Classes
This dissertation is an evaluation of a pedagogical reform that was performed over
the course of three years within a college general chemistry curriculum.  This work is
done with a belief that such evaluations are necessary to promote a better understanding
of the learning processes students employ at this level, and to promote the dissemination
of reform techniques to other institutions and instructors.  In short, to hopefully answer
their deserving question, ‘How do we know it works?’  In this chapter and Chapter 2 the
reform and data collections procedures are discussed in detail.  The following chapters
will present the analysis of the data in relation to specific research questions and the
results and interpretations that follow from this analysis.
The reform combines two existing reform pedagogy models to create a student
centered learning environment with large classes of students (approximately 200 students
per class).  The context for the reform is the first-semester general chemistry course at a
large public university in the southeast United States.  Traditionally this course meets for
three one-hour lectures a week.  To maintain the same amount of student contact time,
the reform replaces one of the lecture time-slots, so that students in the reform section
meet twice a week for one hour each in a lecture setting and once a week, for one hour, in
the reform setting.
2Reform Development and Precedents
The first existing reform pedagogy model is guided inquiry. Inquiry as a
pedagogical approach was described as early as the 1960’s.[1]  On a basic level, inquiry
employs three phases of a learning cycle in a specific order:  an exploration phase, in
which students perform an unstructured investigation; an invention phase, in which an
integrating concept is introduced to the learner; and an application phase, in which the
same concept is applied to a variety of situations.[2]  Modern interpretations of inquiry
adopt a “guided” approach in which curricular materials pose specific questions to move
students through these phases.[3]  There is a substantial body of research providing
evidence that inquiry is an effective tool for learning science,[4-6] and this has led to the
promotion of inquiry within national science education policy statements, most notably
the National Science Education Standards.[7]  Inquiry materials for college chemistry
have been developed by the Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL)
consortium.[8]
In the traditional lecturer model of the instructor, the instructor’s primary tasks
are to provide answers, explain concepts and serve as a source for confirming answers.
This follows a transmission model of learning [9] where students receive the knowledge
directly from the instructor, regardless of previous knowledge and experience.  This is in
contrast with an inquiry setting, as described by Spencer[10].  In an inquiry setting the
course instructor is thought to act more as a consultant for students than as a lecturer.  For
example, an instructor may refer students to a certain piece of data while working on a
problem, or encourage students to explain their concepts to other students.  Instructors
3may also pose questions to help students formulate their own concepts. The inquiry
approach is designed to work within the constructivist model of learning, which states
that students construct knowledge by combining new information with their existing
knowledge.  Based on the instructor responsibilities in an inquiry setting, and the amount
of student-instructor interaction required, it is nearly impossible for an instructor to
implement inquiry in a large classroom setting.  This hindrance serves as a cause for
incorporating another existing reform pedagogy.
The second reform pedagogy used is the Peer-Led Team Learning (PLTL)
approach, where peer leaders enter the classroom to lead small groups of students.  A
peer leader is an undergraduate student who has successfully completed the course in a
previous semester.  Traditionally in the PLTL approach peer leaders lead a workshop
where a team of six to eight students work on materials that correspond to the course and
to the assessments given in the course.  Each peer leaders is responsible for facilitating
the group work and is “trained to avoid being an information provider.” [11]
Additionally, peer leaders provide the norms for group work, promote communication
among students, resolve conflicts between students and provide motivation to the
students.[12]
PLTL is thought to promote student understanding by working under Vygotsky’s
model of cognitive development.  Based on interviews with students working on
problems, and the usefulness of prompts provided during the interviews, Vygotsky
theorized what is termed the Zone of Proximal Development.[13]  This zone describes a
beginning point, which is a student’s current understanding, and a final point, which
describes the student’s potential understanding, or what the student could achieve with
4minimal instruction.  As part of this theory, instruction should be geared at the student’s
potential understanding, and not beyond that.  Returning to the PLTL model, peer leaders
and other students are thought to better provide instruction at the level of a student’s
potential, more than a course instructor who may be too far removed from the students’
levels of understanding.
PLTL may also be beneficial to students simply as a derivative of cooperative
learning.  Cooperative learning can be described as occurring any time a group of
students work together toward a common purpose.[14]  Empirically the benefits of
cooperative learning in improving performance on traditional academic measures have
been well documented in a large variety of educational scenarios.[14-16]  The theoretical
justification for the effects of cooperative learning is still debatable, though, as a 1996
review by Slavin points out.[17]  Slavin’s work presentes two main theoretical
perspectives.  The first is motivational, indicating that successful cooperative learning
alters the reward structure of the learning experience to provide additional motivation
toward obtaining the learning outcome.[18]  In the post-secondary environment, though,
there are some indications that cooperative learning may actually reduce motivation
among some students.[19, 20]  The other theoretical perspectives can be classified as
cognitive and includes the aforementioned Vygotskian approach where students are
working within each other’s Zone of Proximal Development.  An additional approach
that fits the cognitive perspective is that of cognitive elaboration, where the act of
explaining material is thought to provide a meaningful reorganization of the knowledge
for the explainer, resulting in the learning benefits.[21-23]
5Another cognitive perspective that may explain the benefits of cooperative
learning is that of social constructivism, where students’ knowledge is building upon
their own existing knowledge, but facilitated by negotiating concepts with others.[24]
Note that the claims based on the cognitive perspective are not mutually exclusive.  For
example, with Vygotsky’s model and social constructivism the former may describe the
latter as a useful means for working within a student’s Zone of Proximal Development.
Returning to the intent to perform guided inquiry with large class sizes, peer
leaders offer a means to do so.  By working with small groups of students, peer leaders
can facilitate student work on guided inquiry materials.  This combination of peer-led
guided inquiry (PLGI) is the basis for the reform that is to be studied.  In this reform
students work in assigned groups of four on assigned POGIL guided inquiry materials.
The topic of the POGIL activity is selected to precede the material presented in the
traditional portion of the course.
An example of an inquiry-based activity taken from the POGIL materials that is
used in the reform investigates the factors affecting atomic radii.[25]  The activity begins
with an exploration phase where students receive a table of data describing valence shell,
core charge and atomic radii for various elements, where each of these terms have been
previously defined.  Students are prompted to look for patterns among the information
presented, leading to the concept invention phase, which is the relationship between core
charge and atomic radii, and between valence shell and atomic radii.  The culmination of
the concept invention phase is when students are required to describe the reason for the
relationship between each of the variables.  In the application phase students are asked to
make predictions of the size of an atomic radius relative to the atoms previously
6discussed.  A similar process is undertaken for ionic radii, and that would comprise the
activities performed in one PLGI session.
Group assignment is performed according to literature recommendations.  The
primary concern is in formulating groups that are heterogenous in terms of academic
ability.[26-29]  This was done by student SAT sub-scores.  The math and verbal SAT
sub-scores were combined in a way that best relates to chemistry performance, as
determined by multiple regression on data from past semesters.  The combined score for
the set of students is then placed in a quartile, where the top quartile represents the
students with the highest SAT scores, the second and third quartile represents students
who fall in the middle, and the bottom quartile incorporates the students with the lowest
SAT scores.  The groups are then formed by random selection from one member of each
quartile, making roughly 48 groups of four.
The groups are then reviewed for demographic characteristics.  Research
recommendations indicate that isolating students based on sex, where a person in the
group is a sole member of a sex, may put that member at a disadvantage.[30]  With
similar concerns, groups were also scrutinized for indications where students are isolated
based on race.  Thus when the random selection produces a group that features these
types of isolation, students are switched with another group to eliminate the isolation.
Students are only switched within a quartile, that is a student from the second quartile can
only be switched the second quartile student from another group, so as to ensure the
academic heterogeneity of the group.  The switching results in groups that are all female,
two female and two male, or all male with regard to sex.  A similar distribution happens
with student race, regarding minority or non-minority.  While it was not always possible
7to eliminate all forms of isolation on these constructs, it was often the case where at most
one group of the 48 groups featured this type of isolation.  Three or four groups (12 to 16
students) are then assigned to a peer leader.
Because of the hybrid nature of the reform, the peer leader is responsible for
promoting guided inquiry practices in much the same way an instructor would, by
encouraging students to consider data, explain concepts and perform self-evaluations of
their own answers.  Additionally, the peer leaders are responsible for ensuring the group
work is productive, including equal participation among group members.  Because of the
essential role played by the peer leaders the training practices for peer leaders are an
essential part of the reform and will be discussed shortly.  In return for their service, peer
leaders receive a small stipend.
The course instructor in the reform generally follows the PLTL guidelines for
course instructor.[11]  Primarily this involves planning the introduction of course
material to follow the guided inquiry activities, and making specific mention to the
activities done in the PLTL sessions during the course lecture.  Thus instructor familiarity
with the guided inquiry materials is an essential piece.  Additionally the instructor or a
learning specialist is responsible for the oversight of the peer leaders in both the peer
leader training session and during the PLTL session.  In this reform, the oversight of peer
leaders was performed by a learning specialist, who is a faculty member with research
interest in chemical education.  This decision was made primarily to provide consistency
in peer leader development and oversight from year to year.
8Details of the Peer-Led Guided Inquiry Reform
The reform setting is titled Peer-Led Guided Inquiry after the reform’s
antecedents.  Students begin each PLGI session by turning in their assigned homework.
The homework usually involves beginning the exploration phase in the inquiry activity,
and is put in place to provide more time during the sessions and to promote students
considering the concepts prior to the session.  While the peer leader reviews the turned-in
homework, students take a short multiple-choice quiz on the previous week’s activity.
Upon completing the quiz, the student receives the homework back.  When all students
are done with the quiz, they join the assigned groups of four each, which remain
relatively constant through the semester, with adaptations made in cases where students
drop the course.
Once in the group, the students receive a group folder from the peer leader that
contains assignments for the roles to each student.  The roles are taken from the POGIL
project and are meant to promote equal participation among the students in the group, by
assigning responsibilities to each student.  First, the manager is responsible for keeping
the group on task and checking for adequate progress on the activity.  Additionally the
manager represents the group to the peer leader.  Second the recorder is responsible for
keeping an official record of the group consensus with each problem.  The peer leader
may call upon the group recorder at any time to provide the group’s responses, however
to ensure all students understand the peer leader will at times call upon any student in the
group to explain the recorder’s written answers.  The third role is the reflector, who is
responsible for assessing the group dynamic and reports on strengths and areas to
9improve.  At times throughout the session the peer leader will call for a report from the
reflector to be given to the other students within the group.  The final role is the
presenter, who is asked from time to time to explain the group’s answers on a specific set
of problems, either to all groups on a board in front of the class, or to a specific group.
Each week the peer leader changes the role assignments so that each student will have
experience with every role.  In addition to promoting equal participation among students
in the group, the roles also promote communicative skills, self-reflection, and self-
regulation, which the roles specifically request of the students.[29]
After the roles are assigned students are asked to compare homework answers and
discuss discrepancies or different approaches to the assigned questions.  This task
provides students an opportunity to negotiate understanding of the material presented in
the exploration phase, and to arrive at a consensus prior to proceeding with the inquiry
activity.  After students reach a consensus on the answers and the underlying reasons for
the answers, students are then assigned a series of problems that complete the exploration
phase and begin the concept invention phase.  Frequently during this time, group
members debate the nature of the concepts presented.  As part of the debate, the peer
leader encourages students to supplement their understanding with the material
previously covered.  Also during this time, students or groups are often called to present
to the rest of the class (where a class now comprises 12 to 16 students) their
understanding and why they believe so.  The concept invention phase is generally
complete when all students in a group appear to reach a satisfactory understanding of the
concept.  The peer leader is advised to question students to evaluate their understanding
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of the new concept.  If time remains, application style questions are then assigned, which
requires students to apply the concept with a different context than the exploration phase.
Approximately five minutes at the end of each PLGI session is specifically set-
aside to promote students self-assessment skills.  Students are asked to record any
information they weren’t clear on from the activity and list areas where the group may
improve.  Some additional questions are particular to the point in course, for examples,
asking students to list effective ways to study for exams or to approach homework
assignments.
Peer Leader Training
Peer leader training occurs primarily in a separate course established specifically
for peer leader preparation.  The course meets for one two hour session once a week,
prior to the PLGI session.  Attendance to the training course is a mandatory requirement
for all peer leaders, if peer leaders cannot attend a training session then they may not
meet with students during the PLGI session.  The training session is generally split
between two hours.  The first hour is spent with peer leaders working on the upcoming
guided inquiry assignment in a matter very similar to how the students will experience it.
In other words, peer leaders work in groups of four on the assignment as the instructor,
who leads the training session, models the role of the peer leader in a guided inquiry
setting, encouraging the students to consider the data to answer questions they have and
to consult with others within their group.  As the semester progresses, peer leaders are
called upon to lead the training course, with the instructor becoming an in-class observer
and providing feedback.  The second hour of the training session is usually split between
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administrative issues, discussion among peer leaders of challenges, and sharing
successful techniques.  An additional training technique involves peer leaders keeping a
weekly journal that describes the PLGI session and also incorporates the peer leaders’
assessments of the strong points and areas of improvement during the PLGI session.  The
keeping of a journal is meant to promote reflective practice, a key aspect in promoting
reform teaching, such as inquiry, among beginning instructors.[31]  The weekly journals
are sent to the training session instructor, who provides regular feedback concerning the
reflective nature of the journal.
Finally, as a means for quality assurance, PLGI sessions were chosen at random
for observation by members from a group of graduate students and a faculty researcher
interested in chemical education.  Typically in a given week multiple peer leaders were
observed by different members.  The observations were geared toward providing the peer
leader direct feedback on the session.  Of particular importance were occasions where the
peer leader short-circuited the guided inquiry intent of the sessions and became an
information provider in the classroom. For example, if a peer leader provides answers
when students struggle with a question, then the inquiry activity becomes more like a
recitation exercise. Unfortunately this bypassing is relatively easy to do, in particular as
traditional teaching practices, whom the peer leaders and students likely have a large
amount of experience with, promote the model of the instructor as an answer provider.
[32]  After the in-class observations of the PLGI sessions, the observer/researcher meets
with the peer leader to discuss the strengths and areas of improvement for the session.  As
mentioned any process seen that may short-circuit the guided inquiry nature of the
activities is one area of improvement that is focused on, and this typically results in a
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brain-storming session with the peer leader on how to deal with a similar situation in the
future.  In the course of a typical semester, a peer leader is usually observed two to three
times.
Directions for this Work
A principle objective of this work is to evaluate the outcomes of this reform in
terms of student understanding.  In order to do this, data was collected from the fall and
spring semesters over three academic years.  Among the immediate patterns is that there
is a quantifiable difference between fall and spring semester cohorts (see Chapter 2).  The
reform, however, was only offered in one class during each fall semester.  Because the
differences between fall and spring semesters introduce a potential confounding variable,
the reform classes were only compared to other classes that took place in the fall
semesters.  Otherwise any differences found may be attributable to the comparing the
reform classes that took place in the fall, to comparison classes which took place in the
spring semester.  As part of the evaluation, there is a reliance on a series of acronyms, the
most common of which for convenience have been collected into a table that is in
Appendix A.
Chapter 3 begins this evaluation, looking for indications that the reform is an
effective and equitable teaching environment, with the traditional, lecture-based fall
semester classes serving as the comparison group.  Equity in this case is measured by the
effect of the reform on students of differing high school preparation.  Chapter 4 examines
the role of another measure of students’ incoming skills, Piaget’s construct of formal
thought.  Since the role of formal thought in the general chemistry course has not been
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satisfactorily established, Chapter 4 seeks to establish this role.  As a result, the study
presented in Chapter 4 focuses on all classes, fall and spring semesters of general
chemistry, which did not take part in the reform.  Once this is complete, the effect of the
reform on students of varying formal thought is incorporated in Chapter 5.  Like Chapter
3, Chapter 5 again looks only at students in the fall semesters.
Chapter 6 seeks to establish the role of students’ study processes, in the context of
the general chemistry class, and how it relates to students’ chemistry understanding.  This
chapter uses data available from both the fall and spring semesters in the last year of the
study (Fall 2004 to Spring 2005), and does not include the one reform class (taking place
in Fall 2004) as it is perceived as a change in context.  This chapter closes with a
preliminary investigation into the effect the reform may have on study processes used in
the chemistry classroom.
Students participated in the reform by self-enrolling in the class that was assigned
to the reform.  Prior to enrollment students had no way of knowing which section would
be the reform; however, students were made aware of the reform during the first week of
class and were provided an opportunity to switch out of the reform without penalty
during the first week.  No unusual drop rate for the reform class was witnessed.  Students
were provided the inquiry materials for the reform free of charge: a curriculum
development grant through the National Science Foundation (DUE-0310954) covered the
associated costs.
Through the course of the three years of the study, 491 students participated in the
PLGI reform, 2558 students enrolled in general chemistry in the fall semester classes that
did not use the PLGI reform and 1808 students enrolled in general chemistry in the spring
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semesters.  Of those, 344 students (70.1%) in the PLGI reform completed the course
(took the mandatory final exam), 1807 students (70.6%) in the fall semesters without the
reform completed the course and 1261 students (69.7%) in the spring semesters
completed the course, or approximately 70% of each set of students completed the
course.
Preliminary analyses were conducted on the first semester of data collected (Fall
2002), comparing one reform class to a comparison class taught by the same instructor.
The results indicate that the reform class out-performed the comparison class on all
measures taken, and that the improvement increased as the semester progressed.  The
measures used in this work will be discussed in Chapter 2.  Additionally, a significant,
positive correlation was found between attendance to the reform sessions and
performance on each of the measures.  This positive correlation remained when
controlling for student SAT scores, reducing the likelihood that the relationship between
attendance and performance was spurious and attributable to student background.
Further reading on the results of this preliminary analysis can be found in the Journal of
Chemical Education[33], while the promising results from this analysis served as a basis
for continuing the reform in following semesters.
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II.  Instruments and Methods
This study relied principally on surveys and tests, traditional methods of
quantitative measurement.  A description of each instrument and when it was employed
in the course will be discussed in this section.  The theory underlying each instrument,
and the psychometrics of each instrument, will be described in later sections when each
instrument is introduced in the context of a research question.  The majority of the data
collected in this study was determined exempt from informed consent procedures as
determined by the university’s Institutional Review Board (see Appendix B), with one
exception which is noted in Chapter 5.
Immediately prior to each semester, a request is made of the university registrar
office for SAT scores, sex, and race, for all students enrolled in the course.  During the
first class meeting, students were given a demographic survey that ranged from 9 to 16
items.  A copy of the survey is in Appendix C.  The survey was multiple choice, and to be
filled out on scan-trons.  Questions on the survey were focused toward students’ intended
major, college and high school chemistry and math background as well as sex and race.
The survey results agreed with university records over 99.3% of the time on student sex.
For race the survey allowed multiple classifications (e.g. a student could choose white-
Hispanic) while on the university records they could not.  The university records agreed
with at least one of the classifications that students chose on the survey at a rate of
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96.4%.  Because of the multiple classifications in the survey, university records will be
used for student sex and ethnicity when discussed.
Comparisons between Fall and Spring Semesters
The survey and university records allow a more in-depth description of those
students enrolled in General Chemistry I, as well as an indication of the differences
between students taking the course in the fall versus spring semesters.  Survey results are
available for 2634 students from the fall semester and 1689 students in the spring
semester.  In the fall semester 49.4% of the students were in their first year in college,
compared to 61.8% in the spring semester.  The fall semester has a 40.7 to 59.3 male to
female ratio, while in the spring the ratio is 34.4 to 65.6.  The ethnic breakdown for each
semesters has 61.4% white, the fall semester has a higher percentage of students reported
as Asian by the registrar’s records, 10.8% to 8.8%.  The spring semesters have a slightly
higher percentage of minorities that are traditionally underrepresented in the sciences; in
the spring semester 14.6% of students are reported as Black compared to 12.6% in the
fall.  Hispanic students comprise 12.0% of the spring semester population, and 11.4% of
the fall semester population.
Students were also asked to identify their majors or intended majors out of five
choices.  In the fall semesters 55.5% identified themselves as pre-med or allied health
profession majors and 14.0% as engineering majors.  This is the primary contrast to the
spring semester where 60.7% chose the pre-med or allied health professions option and
9.6% chose engineering.  The other categories were relatively similar, with other science
majors (20.3% fall, 20.1% spring), non-science majors (6.5% fall, 6.9% spring) and
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chemistry (3.7% fall, 2.7% spring) between the fall and spring semesters.  Among the fall
semester students, 80.7% intend to take the follow-on course General Chemistry II, in the
spring semester this value was 81.3%.
Asking about high school chemistry background seems to indicate that students in
the fall semester have taken more high school chemistry classes.  In the fall semester,
16.5% have had more than one year of high school chemistry, 59.5% said exactly one
year, 18.2% chose one semester and 5.9% have not taken any chemistry in high school.
In the spring semester 12.9% had more than one year, 59.0% had exactly one year, 20.8%
had one semester and 7.3% had not taken chemistry in high school.  High school
chemistry background was one of the considerations in advising students to take
Chemistry for Today prior to enrolling in General Chemistry I, and this represents one of
the largest distinctions between fall and spring semesters.  In the fall semester roughly
one-quarter of the students had taken Chemistry for Today (24.3%), while in the spring
semester roughly one-half of the students enrolled had taken Chemistry for Today
(49.9%).
Based on the survey results and university records, a class in the fall semester has
more male students, more engineering students, students with more high school
chemistry experience and college experience (as determined by years in college) and
fewer students with Chemistry for Today experience.  The difference between fall and
spring semesters is also demonstrated by pre-semester measures, with students in the fall
semesters averaging 566.1 on the Math SAT versus 529.6 in the spring semesters.  Verbal
SAT has a similar trend, with 545.0 in the fall semesters and 519.7 in the spring
semesters.
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Instruments Used In-class during the Study
During the second week of class, the Test of Logical Thinking (TOLT) was
administered in the students’ normal exam setting.  The normal exam setting is a set fifty
minute time-block, where all students in General Chemistry meet regardless of their
normal class time.  Enrollment in the course is conditional on having this time-block free
for tests.  During the normal test setting, students are sent to one of eight to twelve
lecture-halls, to take the test.  This allows all students in the course to take a test at
exactly the same time, and prevents students from an earlier class telling students in other
classes the content or nature of the test.  Each lecture hall has one to three proctors to
administer the exam and prevent cheating.  The TOLT is the first test administered in this
setting.  The TOLT has 20 items, and students are told they will be given credit as long as
their performance demonstrates meaningful effort.  The TOLT will be further discussed
in Chapter 4.
Approximately four to five weeks into the semester students are given their first
content-based exam, in the normal exam setting.  During the semester, students take a
total of four content-based exams, also termed midterm exams.  Each midterm exam has
between 20 and 25 questions.  The exams are created by the instructors who currently
teach the course, with each instructor submitting four to five questions, and then the
entire test is reviewed by all instructors for appropriate length and content.  The midterm
exams are given in the normal exam setting and students submit their answers via
scantrons.  Students may dispute the grading of the exam or the appropriateness of a
question to the course instructors, and any modifications the instructors choose to make
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are carried out on the exam scores of all students.  Students are graded on the number of
correct responses and approximately 50% of the final grade in the course is determined
by performance on the midterm exams.  The lowest midterm exam score is not
considered when calculating the contribution to the final grade, and for this reason no
make-up exams are permitted if a student misses an exam.
At the end of the semester students take a final exam, which is an exam that is
constructed by the American Chemical Society (ACS) Exams Institute.  The content of
the exam is secure and confidential in accordance with ACS Exams Institute
requirements.  Each semester instructors write ten additional questions which are given
after the ACS Exam, meant to represent the most important aspects of the semester.
Because the ACS Exam is given independently of the ten additional questions, and by
itself serves as an external measure of students’ understanding, only the questions on the
ACS Exam are used for the end of semester measure.  This exam is given in a setting
similar to the normal exam setting, however there is a two-hour time block for the final
exam.  The final exam score accounts for approximately 25% of a student’s final grade,
and completing the final exam is required to successfully complete the course.
Also used in this work is the Study Processes Questionnaire (SPQ), which is a 42
item survey that was administered in-class.  The SPQ is discussed in further detail in
Chapter 6.  Students had 15 minutes to complete the questionnaire at the beginning of
class and were given credit for class attendance for taking the survey.  The attendance
credit was a very small portion, less than 2%, of the final grade.  For students who were
not in attendance, or arrived late, the day of the survey, a make-up survey was
administered outside of class on a later date, where students could receive the attendance
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credit they missed.
All of the instruments aforementioned were completed on scan-trons, and scanned
by the University of South Florida scanning office.  The resulting files were read into
Excel and screened for unusual or missing information.  For example if a student filled
out a scan-tron using ink instead of pencil lead, the responses were hand-entered into the
Excel sheet.   After this, the Excel file was converted into an SPSS .sav file, and the
information was sorted based on Student ID.  Student ID is a unique identifier within the
population, and because of this, it serves as an ideal variable for merging multiple data
sources.  Thus as each semester continued and more information was collected on the set
of students, it was continually merged back into one growing base file.  For each
semester one base file was made for the cohort of students, and during the course of the
study six base files were made.  At the end of the study, the six base files were merged
into one matrix that contained all information available for students in General Chemistry
I over the past three years.  The file that incorporated all the data was read into both SAS
and SPSS.  Depending on the analysis at-hand, missing data and outliers were considered
for their impact on generalizability, and are discussed in each chapter as they pertain
along with the validity and reliability of the instruments used.
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III.  PLGI Effectiveness and Equity
Based upon data collected from three semesters in three subsequent years, this
investigation focuses on two major considerations: efficacy and equity. An effective
reform demonstrates improved student achievement, while an equitable reform reduces
differences in achievement among groups (e.g. among students of different sex,
race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, or high school preparation).  To address these
considerations the study employs hierarchical linear models considering students as
nested within a class.  This approach allows for evaluating the reform as a classroom-
level implementation, unlike previous quantitative analyses that model reform pedagogies
as a student-level implementation.  This chapter begins by describing why even well-
studied pedagogical reforms can benefit from the use of hierarchical linear models.  Next,
the construction and interpretation of hierarchical linear models for both a single outcome
measure and a time-series of outcome measures are presented.  Finally, these models are
used to evaluate a reform and discuss the implications of the results for science teaching
and educational research practices.
Consensus on Pedagogical Reforms
Two pedagogical approaches provide the basis for the reform investigated in this
study: cooperative learning and inquiry. When each approach is considered separately in
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terms of demonstrated effectiveness and national policy statements, it is clear why there
has been an impetus in college science teaching to combine the two approaches.[8]
To begin with cooperative learning, it has been extensively studied [14] and has
been called “one of the greatest success stories in the history of educational
research.”[17]  Very simply, cooperative learning occurs when students work together in
groups to achieve a shared goal.[34]  While the focus of research has been on K-12
settings, there has been considerable work examining collegiate settings.[15, 16]  This
research has shown that cooperative learning is effective (i.e. demonstrates improved
student achievement for all students) in a variety of settings.  It has also been postulated
that cooperative learning may help to promote equity by reducing existing gaps in
achievement, [12] but equity has yet to be investigated in a college science setting.
Currently, numerous policy statements calling for curricular reforms in post-secondary
science education promote cooperative learning as a successful pedagogical strategy,
worthy of adoption.[35, 36]
On a basic level, inquiry employs three phases of a learning cycle in a specific
order:  an exploration phase, in which students perform an unstructured investigation; an
invention phase, in which an integrating concept is introduced to the learner; and an
application phase, in which the same concept is applied to a variety of situations.[1, 10]
Modern interpretations of inquiry adopt a “guided” approach in which curricular
materials pose specific questions to move students through these phases.[3]  While an
investigation of equity has provided mixed results, [37] the substantial body of research
providing evidence that inquiry is an effective tool for learning science [5, 6, 38] has led
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to the promotion of inquiry within national science education policy statements, most
notably the National Science Education Standards.[7]
With such strong support from national policy documents for each approach, a
combined pedagogical strategy for college science in which inquiry activities are the
shared goal of cooperative learning groups can reasonably be expected to be effective,
and possibly to be equitable.  However, this support can also divert would-be adopters
from looking closely at the research underlying the recommendations.
The Case for Hierarchical Linear Models
While inquiry and cooperative learning have indeed been separately evaluated for
efficacy in the college science setting, there are a few caveats.  Typically these
evaluations have used a quasi-experimental design, comparing a class with reform to
another class without reform on a performance-oriented outcome measure (e.g. exams or
course grades). Efficacy determinations are based on statistical treatments such as
ANOVA, with each student serving as an individual data point.[7, 14-16, 39-42]  By
design, most statistical tests comparing average scores rely on an independence of
observations assumption, which mandates that one observation cannot affect other
observations.  Violations of this assumption (i.e. dependent observations) lead to error
values greater than those assumed for significance testing. The net result of a violation is
a statistical test that is more liberal than the set significance level, sometimes severely so,
which leads to misinterpretation.[43]  This intrinsic problem renders procedures such as
ANOVA and regression less than robust to violations of the independence assumption.
To satisfy the independence assumption so that these procedures may be used, it is
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necessary to provide a theoretical justification that the units of observation are
independent of each other.  However, students within a classroom have multiple
opportunities to impact the learning of other students.[44]  For example, in a traditional
lecture setting, if one student in a class were to ask a question of the instructor, the entire
class would have the opportunity to hear the instructor’s explanation and thus share in a
common learning experience.  The problem is compounded when a group-based reform
such as cooperative learning is introduced.  Inherent to group learning is the idea of
interdependence: students within a group can and should affect each other’s learning.
Progress in individual student learning is therefore expected to relate to the progress of
other students within a group.  With a typical cooperative learning implementation,
students also have frequent opportunities to hear presentations from other groups or
instructor responses to questions from other groups. In this situation, it is very hard to
argue theoretically that the independence of observations assumption is satisfied.
A common recommendation to alleviate a lack of independence of observations at
the individual student level is to change the unit of analysis. It may be more feasible to
provide theoretical support for the belief that classrooms are independent of each other. If
so, one could treat classrooms rather than students as individual cases, but sample size
considerations would require resources sufficient to support reform in a large number of
classrooms. In addition, the unit of analysis change implies a change in the level of
analysis as well, so that implications stemming from research findings would now
properly apply only to classrooms, not to students.[45]  When possible, statistical
methods of pooling data from separate research studies, also known as meta-analysis, can
also allow for the selection of a unit of analysis that would satisfy the independence of
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observations criterion.  A major drawback of meta-analysis is that applicable research on
the reform of interest must already be in existence and provide substantial detail. A third
approach, adroitly requiring neither additional resources nor an existing body of
information-rich literature, is hierarchical linear modeling (HLM). HLM incorporates
related linear models for each desired level of analysis.  The error arising from dependent
observations can be directly addressed by specifically defining an error term associated
with that dependence.  This ability to incorporate data for multiple levels of analysis
makes HLM ideal for evaluating pedagogical reforms. For comparisons between intact
classes, at least two levels are desirable: the individual student level and the whole class
level.  The variability resulting from student interdependence is part of the class level
model, while the student level model contains only the independent student variability.
Additionally, because it is able to model dependent data sources, HLM is particularly
well suited for studies based on cases containing multiple data points, such as looking for
indications of an effect over time.[46]
Addressing Efficacy and Equity
Despite its many advantages, HLM is relatively new and has not yet been used
extensively for research in science education.  A search of the abstracts of The Journal of
Research in Science Teaching, Science Education and International Journal of Science
Education from January 1995 to May 2005 produced four articles that have employed
HLM, [37, 46-49] but only one of these investigates pedagogical reform.  Von Secker
used HLM and the National Center for Educational Statistics’ High School Effectiveness
Study to look for evidence of efficacy and equity associated with inquiry in high school
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science.[37]  The study treated students as nested within schools and investigated three
key features of inquiry practices: a reduction in teacher-centered instruction, the
promotion of critical thinking skills, and the incorporation of inquiry-based laboratory
investigations. Results were mixed, with only the laboratories associated with both higher
overall achievement and reduction in achievement gaps. One limitation of the study is the
use of data from teacher questionnaires to represent a school-level characterization of
inquiry. In support of this decision, the authors report that there were significant
differences between schools on the relevant questionnaire responses, but not between
teachers, and that there were too few teachers in the sample to add the classroom level to
the model.  However, the accuracy of using teacher self-reports to measure the
implementation of desired reform activities in the classroom has been called into
question.[50]
Von Secker’s HLM work provides some empirical justification for the idea that
the use of inquiry can, in some cases, be associated with both efficacy and equity. While
the reasons for the efficacy of cooperative learning are still debatable, [17] it has long
been held by constructivists that actively working with information is the only way
students can construct their own knowledge, [24] and cooperative learning does provide
opportunities for students to explore the status of their conceptions actively, in particular
while crafting explanations for other students.[51]  Although proponents of cooperative
learning have claimed that cooperative learning also has the potential to promote a more
equitable classroom, [14] Elizabeth Cohen has explicitly demonstrated that the use of
cooperative learning does not automatically produce equity. She has written extensively
on the behavior of middle school students during group work, using expectation states
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theory to guide her investigations.[52]  She reports that perceived status characteristics
play a large role in shaping student interactions, with low status students at a
disadvantage. The most important student status marker was found to be academic
ability, but sex and race/ethnicity also play a role.[53]  Her work is an authoritative
warning that cooperative learning, rather than promoting equity, is likely to perpetuate
the status positions with which students enter a class, and she recommends careful
attention to group composition and specific interventions designed to change perceptions
of low status students as a potential remedy.[54]  More recent work has explored the
effectiveness of these techniques designed to modify status roles, with mixed results.[29,
55]  Additionally, Noreen Webb’s examination of student interactions and achievement
in K-12 mathematics classes indicates that cooperative learning may preferentially
benefit high ability students. Webb has found that high ability students engaged in
cooperative learning give verbal explanations, a behavior that is linked to achievement
gains, more frequently than low ability students.[23]  In short, a consideration of Cohen’s
and Webb’s work leads to the disturbing possibility that cooperative learning, rather than
automatically producing an equitable classroom, can actually make matters worse.
Concerns about the effects of status roles on achievement in the context of group
work resonate with the literature investigating diversity and achievement in science.  Sex,
race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status (SES), and high school preparation (often associated
with “tracking” practices) have consistently been linked to undesirable differential
achievement patterns.  Causal explanations for patterns of inequity have been constructed
in terms of separate factors. For student sex and race it has been postulated that sexism
[35] and dysconscious racism [56] from both teachers and peers leads to the under-
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representation of women and minorities in the sciences.  Students of low SES have been
said to experience limited access to both individual and school resources.[57, 58]
“Tracking” has been criticized as further preventing success in college by virtually
ensuring poor high school preparation for significant numbers of students.[58]  At the
college level, these prior inequities can affect performance in entry-level science courses.
These courses have been held responsible for diminishing diversity in science fields, as
those students held back are disproportionately women, racial or ethnic minorities, and
those with poor high school preparation.[59]  In particular, general chemistry, a required
entry-level science course for a variety of science majors, is a critical juncture for many
students, with poor performance preventing the pursuit of science-oriented careers.[60,
61]  Choosing an appropriate pedagogical reform for this course therefore requires
attention to equity as well as to effectiveness.
Research Goals
Will a pedagogical reform incorporating both cooperative learning and inquiry in
a large entry-level college chemistry lecture course be effective and equitable? As
discussed, prior research on effectiveness has often glossed over potential problems
associated with dependent observations, and prior research on equity has mixed results at
best. In fact, there is definite risk of a rather spectacular failure to achieve equity when
implementing cooperative learning and inquiry – actually amplifying existing
achievement gaps.
In light of these concerns, the present study had several goals.  The first was to
demonstrate that HLM is a viable strategy for handling observations theoretically
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expected to be dependent and to describe the appropriate approach for students nested in
classes. The second was to use HLM to determine whether a reform combining
cooperative learning and inquiry produces achievement gains in General Chemistry. An
analysis of data collected at a single institution over a three-year period from lecture
sections both with and without reform was used to achieve this aim. The third goal was to
use HLM to investigate the equity of the reform. Von Secker’s mixed results and Cohen’s
work on status indicate that equity cannot be assumed, despite national policy documents
recommending inquiry and cooperative learning to remedy a range of inequities.[62]
Implementation of Pedagogical Reform: Peer-Led Guided Inquiry
This chapter uses HLM to investigate a pedagogical reform undertaken in the
first-semester general chemistry course at a large urban public research university in the
southeastern United States. The study design, while comparable to Von Secker’s national
database HLM study, [37] maintains a greater degree of control over the reform variable
by utilizing two distinct advantages: the reform can be explicitly described in terms of
setting, curricular materials, and training, and it can be directly contrasted with non-
reform classes occurring in the same setting.
The reform, called Peer-Led Guided Inquiry (PLGI), is a form of cooperative
learning utilizing inquiry but suitable for large classes. At the institution in which the
reform took place, first semester general chemistry is taught in classrooms capable of
seating up to 190 students, and frequently the enrollment cap is met. Traditionally, these
large classes meet three times a week for fifty-minute lectures, and, each semester, four
to eight classes (or “sections”) are taught concurrently. The reform is implemented in
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only one section, but all students enrolled in the course, regardless of section, are guided
by a common syllabus and take common exams. Implementation is designed so that a
PLGI session simply supplants one of the lectures in the reform section each week,
keeping the amount of instructional time the same as for the traditional sections.
Peer leader training is also designed to utilize suggestions from Cohen’s work to
promote a more equitable classroom.  Specifically, the interventions are geared toward
“equalizing rates of student-student interaction.”[53]  Toward this end, peer leaders are
reminded to have students adhere to assigned group roles, such as manager, recorder,
reflector and presenter, which rotate weekly. Each role has a set of prescribed
responsibilities to encourage the development of specific process skills and a high degree
of student-student interaction among all students in a group, not just the high status
students. To assist them with enforcing group roles, the peer leaders practice intervention
strategies focused on group dynamics and process skills rather than on content. Finally,
the peer leaders are coached to solicit feedback and explanations from all students,
including those who appear to be struggling or disengaged.  To promote these strategies,
each peer leader was observed at least twice per semester, with feedback provided
regarding student involvement. Additional information on PLGI peer leading training
practices is presented elsewhere.[63]  Since Peer-Led Guided Inquiry (PLGI) has been
explicitly designed for working with large classes (greater than 100 students) in first-
semester general chemistry, the reform is ideal for a university setting.
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Hierarchical Linear Model Construction
In this section, two different hierarchical linear models that will be used to
investigate both class-level and student-level effects of the reform are presented.  Both of
the models are suitable for a quasi-experimental design in which data is available from
classes both with and without implementation of the reform. The first model relies on
student final exam scores as a single measure of chemistry achievement, while the second
model uses student midterm exam scores to investigate change over time. Both models
use SAT scores to characterize pre-existing achievement gaps. The features of each
model that allow interpretations of results in terms of both efficacy and equity will be
highlighted.
Final Exam Scores: The External Exam Model
To introduce HLM the notation of Raudenbush and Bryk is used.[64]  For an
education setting, consider a multiple regression model:
€ 
Yij = β0 j + β1 jMSAT + β2 jVSAT + rij (1)
where Yij is an outcome measure for student i in classroom j, MSAT is a student’s math
SAT score, VSAT is a student’s verbal SAT score and rij is an error term to describe the
unique effect of each student. This serves as the Level 1 model, or the model that
examines student effects, in an HLM.  It is identical to a multiple regression model,
except for the subscript j, which indicates that the values for the coefficients will change
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depending on the classroom variables.  Accordingly, the β coefficients in the Level 1
model emerge as outcome variables from the Level 2 model:
€ 
β0 j = γ 00 + γ 01SATavg+ γ 02REFORM + u0 j
β1 j = γ10 + γ11SATavg + γ12REFORM + u1 j
β2 j = γ 20 + γ 21SATavg+ γ 22REFORM + u2 j
(2)
that describes the classroom effects on performance.  In this Level 2 model two variables
characterize the classroom: SATavg is a class’s average SAT score, and REFORM is a
dichotomous variable describing if a class experienced the reform (REFORM = 1) or did
not (REFORM = 0). Note that, similarly to the variable rij in the Level 1 model, the
variable u0j in this Level 2 model describes the unique effect of class j on β0j. Combined
SAT scores (Math SAT plus Verbal SAT) were used as classroom level predictors to
avoid interpretation difficulties associated with multicollinearity, since the correlation
between the sub-scores (MSAT and VSAT) was high (r > 0.8) at the classroom level.[65]
A high correlation between sub-scores is not present at the student level, and individual
sub-scores have frequently been related to performance in chemistry, [66-68] so the sub-
scores are used in the Level 1 model.
Consider a full HLM model incorporating both Level 1 and Level 2, with the
outcome measure, Yij, performance on an American Chemical Society Exam given at the
end of the semester.  This model will be referred to as the External Exam Model.
Statements regarding the efficacy and equity of a reform to which all students in a
particular classroom were exposed arise from an examination of the impact of classroom
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effects (Level 2) on each of the three Level 1 coefficients: β0j, the intercept; β1j, the
relation between math SAT and performance; and β2j, the relation between verbal SAT
and performance. If the reform has a significant positive impact (via γ02) on β0j, this
would indicate a rise in overall performance, i.e. effectiveness.  Another important
consideration is whether the reform reduces the relation between math SAT and
performance (β1j): a significant and negative γ12 coefficient would indicate the reform’s
association with reduced dependence of performance on Math SAT sub-scores. This
reduction in dependence of the outcome measure on incoming ability would be a sign of
a more equitable classroom.[64]  On the other hand, a significant and positive γ12 would
indicate that the reform is increasing β1j (the coefficient relating math SAT and
performance) and actually enlarging the performance gap between students with high
math SAT sub-scores and students with low math SAT sub-scores. An undesirable effect
such as this would provide grounds to reconsider the reform implementation. Similar
information can of course be obtained concerning the relation between the reform and
verbal SAT sub-scores (β2j) via γ22.
Performance on Midterm Exams: The Time Series Model
Because HLM can model dependent data, it can also be used to examine multiple
measures over time within an individual to look for changes in performance. The
External Exam Model discussed above is able to demonstrate whether, at the end of a
reform experience, students perform better or worse on the selected achievement measure
relative to those who did not have the reform experience, but it cannot provide any
information about whether performance differences changed over time. With regard to
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time, the ideal reform would have two key features:  (1) greater effectiveness over time,
with students who experience reform not only doing better than those who do not
experience reform, but with the gap between the two groups growing the longer they
experience the reform; and (2) greater equity over time, with existing achievement gaps
among the students experiencing reform decreasing as the reform continues.  The
following model is designed to use midterm exam data to investigate whether these ideal
features were realized within the context of a semester-long reform implementation.
All students in the study took four midterm exams at approximately equal
intervals throughout the semester they were enrolled in the course. Each semester the
instructors teaching the course created each midterm exam collaboratively, and the exams
were administered to all students (in both comparison and reform sections) at the same
time. An HLM model to describe change over time can be depicted in the following
equations.
Level 1 – Within Student
€ 
Pijk = π 0 jk + π1 jkTime + eijk (3)
Level 2 – Between Student
€ 
π 0 jk = β00k + β01kMSAT + β02kVSAT + r0 jk
π1 jk = β10k + β11kMSAT + β12kVSAT + r1 jk
(4)
Level 3 – Between Class
€ 
β00k = γ 000 + γ 001SATavg+ γ 002REFORM + u00k
β01k = γ 010 + γ 011SATavg+ γ 012REFORM + u01k
β02k = γ 020 + γ 021SATavg+ γ 022REFORM + u02k
β10k = γ100 + γ101SATavg+ γ102REFORM + u10k
β11k = γ110 + γ111SATavg+ γ112REFORM + u11k
β12k = γ120 + γ121SATavg+ γ122REFORM + u12k
(5)
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Here Pijk represents the percent correct on exam i by student j in classroom k.  Time is an
ordinal variable that spans from 0 (representing the first exam) to 3 (representing the
fourth exam).  The Level 1 equation depicts a linear relation between the time in the class
and the performance on the series of exams.  Level 2 models both the intercept and slope
coefficients of Level 1 based on individual student characteristics, and Level 3 models all
six coefficients in the Level 2 equations based on the two classroom variables, SAT
average and presence or absence of reform.  This three-level model will be referred to as
the Time Series Model. Earlier research showed that the students in a reform section out-
performed those in a comparison section with the difference between the two groups
qualitatively increasing as the semester progressed.[33]  The Time Series Model allows
for the inclusion of additional students and has the potential to supply a better description
of the evolving difference between reform and comparison sections: γ102 relates reform
directly, controlling for class SAT and student SAT sub-scores, to the dependence of
exam scores on time.  If γ102 is positive and significant, the reform can be linked directly
to improvements in exam performance over time as compared to the non-reform sections.
In terms of equity, positive and significant β01k or β02k coefficients would indicate
achievement gaps present with the first exam.  If achievement gaps are present, β11k and
β12k describe how these achievement gaps change over time: if they are negative, the gap
is shrinking as the semester progresses; if they are positive, the gap is growing.  The
effects of the reform enter similarly at Level 3: γ012 and γ022 describe the effect of the
reform on equity for the first exam, with positive values indicating a wider gap under the
reform. A significant and negative value for γ012 would mean that, under the reform,
student test scores were less dependent on Math SAT.  In a similar manner, γ112 and γ122
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describe the effects of the reform on equity as the semester progresses: a significant and
negative γ112 or γ122 would indicate that, under the reform, classrooms are becoming more
equitable, and less dependent on student SAT sub-scores, as the semester progresses.
The two models provide separate appraisals, with robust significance testing, of
effectiveness and equity that may result from the implementation of a reform. The first
model looks at an end-of-the-semester measure, while the second model investigates the
progress in the reform over time. For both models, the traditional lecture-based teaching
method serves as the ground for comparison to allow for claims of effectiveness and/or
equity. The combination of the two models creates greater understanding of the effects of
the reform than either model alone could provide.
Research Methods
To consider whether cooperative learning as it was implemented reduces
achievement gaps between students, it is necessary to identify a measure of prior
achievement as well as an outcome measure.  The relation between high school
preparation as measured by SAT sub-scores and college chemistry performance has been
well documented in a number of studies [66-69] indicating that this measure is an
excellent choice for prior achievement.  Both mid-term exams and an ACS exam, as
described under instruments, serve as outcome measures.
Data from all 16 fall sections were considered in this analysis.  This resulted in
data for 2838 students enrolled in the course.  SAT sub-scores were available for 2255
students (79.5%) with the most likely causes of missing data students having taken the
ACT rather than the SAT or students enrolling in the course after the records were pulled.
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There was a correlation of –0.10 between ACS Exam score and missing SAT data,
indicating a near negligible relation between the two.  For that reason, there is no
evidence that this source of missing data affects the generalizablility regarding students
who enter the course without SAT scores on record. This sample of 2255 was used for
the Time Series Model analysis.
Among the 2255, ACS Exam scores were available for 1747 students (77.5%).
This sample was used for the External Exam Model. Missing data in this case very likely
represents students who did not finish the course (the ACS Exam, taken as the final, was
mandatory for course completion).  Students who did not take the ACS Exam tended to
have lower SAT sub-scores with a correlation of –0.17 between Math SAT and missing
the ACS Exam.  This result approaches a small effect size as proposed by Cohen, [70] so
it is safest to conclude that missing data resulting from missing the ACS Exam is non-
random. The External Exam Model results presented in this study can therefore only be
generalized to those students who completed the course.  Examining missing ACS Exam
data by class showed that the reform classes had a similar percentage of students not
finishing the course as the other classes, making a fair comparison for evaluating the
reform.  Class sizes ranged from 60 to 133 students, providing a sufficient sample size to
evaluate each class.
HLM analyses were conducted using the PROC MIXED procedure in SAS
version 8.2. The analysis and interpretation were guided by Singer, [71] who, addressing
her own warning that the PROC MIXED procedure is flexible enough to cause errors in
model specification that can lead to misinterpretation, has systematically described the
necessary procedures for using HLM to consider an education setting.
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Instruments:  The ACS Exam, Midterm Exams and SAT Sub-scores
There were two different kinds of course exams providing data for this study: an
externally-constructed final exam given at the end of each semester to all students in the
course at the same time, and several internally-constructed midterm exams written by a
panel of course instructors and given during a semester, again to all students at the same
time. The final exam was a product of the American Chemical Society Examinations
Institute [72] and features 19 algorithmic questions and 21 conceptual questions.  Each
question has five multiple-choice answers.  Construct validity was established by the
ACS Exams Institute, which designed the exam for first semester general chemistry
students, and by a panel of course instructors, who reviewed the exam and determined the
material was appropriate for the students and the course.  The ACS Exam has a high
relation (r > 0.5) with the internally-constructed exams, indicating convergent validity,
and a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.83, indicating adequate internal consistency.  The internally-
constructed exams had slightly less internal consistency, with Cronbach’s alpha ranging
from 0.70 to 0.80, and had moderate correlations among the set, ranging from 0.481 to
0.645.  These exams had between 20 and 25 multiple choice questions, each with five
multiple choice answers, and covered specific topic areas within the course. All
instructors submitted questions for inclusion on each of the internally-constructed exams,
and each exam was reviewed by the instructors for content and level of difficulty before
being administered to students.
SAT sub-scores were obtained from the university’s registrar as they were
reported from the Educational Testing Service.  SAT sub-scores have been found to have
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reliability coefficients exceeding 0.9 and a large body of research has demonstrated
predictive validity towards college grades, convergent validity with other predictors used
in admissions, and construct validity by panel reviews and item analysis.[73]  As such,
they are a suitable measure of pre-existing achievement gaps.
Analysis and Discussion
External Exam Model Results
The outcome variable, labeled Yij in equation 1, is the number of correct
responses on the ACS Exam, ranging from 0 to 40.  The sample is composed of the 1747
students previously described.  An analysis for outliers (discussed below) recommended
the removal of 7 students, resulting in a sample size of 1740 students.  Descriptive
statistics of the variables used in this model are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Table 3.1 – Descriptive Statistics on Student Level
Student Level
PLGI Non-PLGI All Students
N = 287 N = 1453 N = 1740
Math SAT
576.2 576.0 576.0
85.0 86.3 86.1
780.0 800.0 800.0
Mean
Std. Dev.
Maximum
Minimum 270.0 290.0 270.0
Verbal SAT
547.9 552.5 551.8
87.2 85.9 86.1
800.0 800.0 800.0
Mean
Std. Dev.
Maximum
Minimum 240.0 200.0 200.0
ACS Exam
22.8 21.9 22.0
6.9 6.8 6.8
38.0 38.0 38.0
Mean
Std. Dev.
Maximum
Minimum 8.0 6.0 6.0
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Table 3.2 – Descriptive Statistics on Class Level
Class Level
PLGI Non-PLGI All Classes
N = 3 N = 13 N = 16
SAT
1120.0 1127.0 1126.0
15.2 20.2 19.1
1132.4 1166.4 1166.4
Mean
Std. Dev.
Maximum
Minimum 1103.0 1077.0 1076.9
ACS Exam
22.8 21.9 22.1
0.9 1.2 1.2
23.8 23.9 23.9
Mean
Std. Dev.
Maximum
Minimum 22.1 19.1 19.1
From Tables 3.1 and 3.2 it can be seen that the class level parameters are similar
to the student level parameters, except they are noticeably more stable, with deviations
and ranges markedly reduced.  This is an initial indication that the class average scores do
not vary a great deal from one class to another as compared to student scores.  The
students in the sample tend to span almost the entire range of possible SAT and ACS
scores.  Also note in Table 3.1 that the variance for the PLGI and Non-PLGI classroom
are similar on the outcome measure, which satisfies the homogeneity of variance
assumption that underlies the models that will be introduced.  Finally, the students in the
PLGI class are equivalent to the students in the non-PLGI classes on all measures except
the outcome measure, a promising finding for the effectiveness of the reform.[74]
Covariance parameter estimates indicate that the between class variance accounts
for relatively little of the overall variance (between class variance = 0.900, within class
variance = 46.391, intraclass correlation coefficient = 1.9%) in the outcome measure as
compared to the between student variance.  This observation makes sense, as it indicates
that class values for the ACS Exam are more stable than the student values.  This may
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also serve as an indication that the class itself provides very little influence on student,
and that treating students within a class as independent (as in a multiple regression) may
be a valid approximation.[61]  However, since the reform was implemented at the class
level, HLM is still the more appropriate method for examining these effects.
The External Exam Model was initially run as prescribed in Equations 1 and 2.
Level 1 predictors, SAT sub-scores, were centered on the class means and the Level 2
predictor, class average SAT scores, were centered on the grand means to improve model
convergence and ease in interpretation.[75]  The other Level 2 predictor, reform,
describes the peer-led guided inquiry intervention, and consequently appears as PLGI in
equation 6.  The model converged using the minimum variance quadratic unbiased
estimates method, which is appropriate for large data sets, [76] and the “between/within”
method for estimating the denominator degrees of freedom for the significance tests of
the coefficients was used.   The initial model was evaluated for outliers by examining
residuals.  The residuals were found to follow a normal distribution, with a mean of
approximately zero and a standard deviation of 5.27.  Students with residuals of greater
than 3 standard deviations from the mean (N = 7) were removed as outliers, and the
analysis was run again with similar results as the initial model.  For space reasons, only
the model with the outliers removed is presented here.  Tables 3.3 through 3.5 provide the
estimates for the coefficients in this model.
Table 3.3 - Estimating the Intercept Coefficient (β0j)
Symbol Description Estimate Std. error Sig.
γ00 Intercept 21.86 0.21 <0.001
γ01 Class SAT average 0.0435 0.0104 0.0011
γ02 PLGI 1.19 0.51 0.0351
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Table 3.4 – Estimating the Slope Coefficient (β1j) Relating Student Math SAT to
ACS Exam
Symbol Description Estimate Std. error Sig.
γ10 Intercept 0.0365 0.0030 <0.001
γ11 Class SAT average 0.00033 0.00016 0.0349
γ12 PLGI 0.00466 0.00750 n.s.
n.s. = non significant (p > 0.050)
Table 3.5 – Estimating the Slope Coefficient (β2j) Relating Student Verbal SAT to
ACS Exam
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ20 Intercept 0.0188 0.0030 <0.001
γ21 Class SAT average -0.00017 0.00015 n.s.
γ22 PLGI 0.00381 0.00724 n.s.
n.s. = non significant (p > 0.050)
The coefficient estimates can also be represented in equation form:
€ 
β0 j = 21.86 + 0.0435* SATavg+1.19*PLGI
β1 j = 0.0365 + 0.00033* SATavg + 0.00466*PLGI
β2 j = 0.0188 − 0.00017* SATavg+ 0.00381*PLGI
(6)
the outcome variables from these equations provide a set of coefficients for equation 1
when the class parameters are specified.  In other words, this model can be used to
predict the performance of an individual student on the basis of class level information
(average SAT subscores, presence or absence of the PLGI reform) and student level
information (student SAT subscores).  The appropriate method for calculating the amount
of explained variance for HLM is debatable, but the application of Snijders’ and Bosker’s
[77] interpretation indicates 42.9% of the student level variance and 55.0% of the
classroom level variance is accounted for by this model.
Interpretation begins with the significant parameters.  First, note the impact of the
class variables on the Level 1 intercept, β0j, as presented in Table 3.3.  The Level 2
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intercept, γ00 , gives the expected student score on the ACS Exam for a student whose
SAT sub-scores match the class average.  Without PLGI, and in a hypothetical class with
an SAT average of the grand mean (1127.7), the expected score is 21.86.  This expected
score increases with an increase in class SAT average, as the positive γ01 describes.
Finally, the positive γ02 indicates that, after controlling for class SAT average and
individual student SAT sub-scores, the reform is expected to result, on average, in scores
1.19 points higher on the ACS Exam. PLGI can therefore be termed an effective reform:
it improves performance on the ACS Exam.
The intercepts in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 reflect the relation between the outcome
measure and a student’s SAT sub-scores.  As has been seen elsewhere, students with
higher SAT sub-scores tend to score higher on chemistry measures.  As discussed,
classroom conditions that lower these values would produce a more equitable classroom,
in which a student’s final exam score is not as dependent on the SAT sub-scores with
which he or she enters the class. From Tables 3.4 and 3.5 (in particular, γ12 and γ22) it
appears that there is no evidence of a significant effect of the PLGI reform on the
dependence on student SAT sub-scores.  That is, the PLGI reform tends to have no effect
on the equity condition already present in the classroom. Although this analysis indicates
that PLGI cannot be termed an equitable reform, neutrality is still preferable to the
potential for negative impact as discussed earlier.
Even though the model results demonstrate that PLGI is neutral with respect to
equity, they do indicate a potentially negative impact on equity associated with a class-
level variable. Only one class-level variable significantly affects a slope: γ11 shows that
the higher the class average SAT score the stronger the relation between Math SAT and
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the outcome measure.  In other words, classes with high average SAT scores tend to
separate students based on Math SAT more, while classes with low average SAT scores
tend to be more equitable regarding entering math ability.  This relation is relatively
sizeable. As one goes from a class with a mid-range average SAT score to a class with
the maximum average SAT score (see Table 3.2) the relation of student Math SAT to the
outcome measure increases by 36% (going from 0.0365 to 0.0497). The overall
advantage (described by γ01) of having a high class average SAT is therefore offset
somewhat by a disadvantage for students in that class with low Math SAT scores, and
there is a tipping point below which the disadvantage prevails. In concrete terms, the
model would predict that a student with a Math SAT of 400 would decrease his score by
0.57 points on the outcome measure by joining a class with a high class average SAT.
This negative impact would be even more pronounced for students with slightly lower
Math SAT scores and less pronounced for students with slightly higher Math SAT scores,
but students with Math SAT of 450 or above in this class would not experience any
disadvantage. This situation is undesirable, since it puts students with low Math SAT
scores at even further disadvantage, but it is not associated with the PLGI reform.
Time Series Model Results
The analysis decisions for the Time Series Model followed a similar pattern to the
External Exam Model.  For example, individual student SAT sub-scores (Level 2
variables) were centered on class means and class average scores (Level 3 variables)
were centered on the grand mean.  The model converged using the minimum variance
quadratic unbiased estimates method.  An analysis of residuals greater than 3 standard
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deviations revealed 11 data points that disagreed with the general trend.  Analysis was
run both with and without these data points with similar results; the results presented
have these data points omitted. One additional issue that was not relevant for the External
Exam Model did need to be addressed for the Time Series Model. Since midterm exam
questions (though not content) differed from semester to semester, the appropriateness of
combining data across the three semesters could be questioned. To address the issue,
exam scores for each semester were standardized (so each exam had a mean of 0 and
standard deviation of 1) prior to combining the data.  The model was run with both
standardized and unstandardized scores, both resulting in similar interpretations. This
similarity between standardized and unstandardized results was central to the decision to
combine data across semesters. Because both methods led to the same conclusions, only
the results for the unstandardized model, for space reasons and for ease of interpretation,
are presented here. The standardized model results are present in Appendix D.
In the External Exam Model analysis, missing ACS Exam data meant that those
who did not finish the course (i.e. did not take the final) had to be omitted from the
analysis, which limited the generalizability of the results. For the Time Series Model
analysis, midterm exam scores can be used to measure the performance of students who
did not finish the course; however, missing data is still an issue.  As part of the course
guidelines, students took four midterm exams during the semester and could drop their
lowest exam score for calculation of their grade.  If a student missed an exam, the missed
exam simply counted as the student’s dropped exam score.  This policy resulted in a large
amount of missing data, as presented in Table 3.6, which explores the exam-taking
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patterns of the 2255 students with SAT sub-scores in both reform and non-reform
sections.
Table 3.6 – Missing Data on Midterm Exams
Description Total
Frequency
Total
Percent
PLGI
Percent
Non-PLGI
Percent
Completed all exams 1737 77.0% 76.8% 77.1%
Miss 1 of the 4 exams 137 6.1% 5.5% 6.2%
Miss 2 of the 4 exams 203 9.0% 10.4% 8.7%
Miss 3 of the 4 exams 178 7.9% 7.4% 8.0%
First, from Table 3.6, note there is no consistent relation between the PLGI
sections and the non-reform sections in terms of class size retention.  Roughly 17% of the
sample missed more than one exam, leaving only one or two data points for these
participants.  HLM can estimate coefficients for these students, but there is some concern
over how legitimate these coefficients can be with only one or two data points.[64]  The
HLM Time Series Model was therefore run twice: once with all data points and again
omitting those who had missed more than one exam.  Both models had similar results and
identical interpretations, which agrees with research recommendations that missing data
on Level 1 does not strongly affect HLM results.[78]  In light of this, the model presented
includes all data points available from the sample of 2255 students and is thus
representative of students who begin the course.  Descriptive statistics for the midterm
exams between the PLGI and non-PLGI groups is shown in Table 3.7.
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Table 3.7 – Descriptive Statistics for Midterm Exams
Student Level
PLGI Non-PLGI All Students
N = 365 N = 1873 N = 2238
Exam 1
57.80 58.91 58.73Mean
Std. Dev. 17.43 16.73 16.85
Exam 2
53.90 52.79 52.97Mean
Std. Dev. 18.90 18.71 18.74
Exam 3
54.00 49.85 50.52Mean
Std. Dev. 18.57 19.08 19.05
Exam 4
56.52 53.87 54.30Mean
Std. Dev. 20.10 20.51 20.46
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) values were also calculated for midterm
exam scores in each semester.  In general ICC values increased as the semester
progressed, as shown in Table 3.8, so that by the fourth midterm exam, class accounted
for approximately 5% of the variance in student exam scores. This finding lends support
to the decision that HLM, with its ability to handle class effects as well as student effects,
is the appropriate approach to take for this data.[79]
Table 3.8 –Intraclass Correlation Coefficients for Midterm Exams
Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3
Exam 1 2.6% 0.6% 1.5%
Exam 2 1.5% 0.8% 3.1%
Exam 3 4.7% 0.8% 2.5%
Exam 4 6.7% 2.6% 4.2%
The Time Series Model was run as prescribed in Equations 3, 4 and 5.  The results
of the full Time Series Model showed that none of the Level 3 variables related
significantly to the slopes in Level 2, only to the intercepts.  Since PLGI is a Level 3
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variable, the model results indicate no evidence of an effect of the reform on the equity
within the classroom. This finding is congruent with the External Exam Model analysis.
For the sake of parsimony, the Time Series Model was re-run with Level 3 variables
relating to the Level 2 intercepts only, with similar overall results and greater clarity of
interpretation.  The results of this abbreviated Time Series Model are presented in Tables
3.9 and 3.10.
Table 3.9 - Estimating the Intercept Coefficient (π0jk)
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ000 Intercept 56.93 0.36 <0.001
γ001 Class SAT 0.0812 0.0176 <0.001
γ002 PLGI -0.728 0.879 n.s.
β01k Student Math SAT 0.0850 0.0049 <0.001
β02k Student Verbal SAT 0.0209 0.0049 <0.001
n.s. = non significant (p > 0.050)
Table 3.10 - Estimating the Slope Coefficient (π1jk)
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ100 Intercept -3.08 0.23 <0.001
γ101 Class SAT -0.00717 0.01169 n.s.
γ102 PLGI 1.55 0.58 0.007
β11k Student Math SAT -0.00421 0.00323 n.s.
β12k Student Verbal SAT 0.00183 0.00321 n.s.
n.s. = non significant (p > 0.050)
Interpretation rests on the significant parameters. First, consider the estimates of
the intercept, π0jk, in Table 3.9, which is showing the variables’ influence on Exam 1
scores.  The estimated value of the intercept γ000 (56.9) is the average Exam 1 score for a
student who meets the following conditions: SAT sub-scores equal to the class average,
class SAT scores equal to the grand mean, and not in the PLGI reform class.  As
expected, the positive and significant β01k and β02k indicate that student SAT sub-scores
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affect performance on the first exam: those with higher SAT scores tended to score
higher on the exam.  Interestingly, the γ001 result shows that the class SAT score also has
an impact on the Exam 1 score.  While class SAT score has an estimated value similar in
magnitude to student’s Math SAT sub-score, considering the range of each variable (see
Table 3.1) indicates the impact of the class effect is somewhat smaller. Students’ Math
SAT sub-scores may vary by 100 points, for example, yielding a difference of over 8
percentage points on an exam, but Class SAT varies at most by 10 points, for a change of
just over 0.8 percentage points.  Also note from this table that the PLGI reform (see γ002)
does not have a significant impact on Exam 1 scores.
The slope coefficient, π1jk, relating time and exam performance, is addressed in
Table 3.10 and has fewer significant parameters to be interpreted.  First, the intercept γ100
(-3.08) shows that, as students progress through the course, the tendency is for their exam
scores to decrease.  This tendency, though regrettable, corresponds with common
experience. It may be that students are less familiar with concepts presented later in the
course, or perhaps the exams themselves become more difficult. Second, the positive and
significant γ102 (1.55) indicates that PLGI mitigates this tendency.  In other words, for
PLGI classes the overall slope relating time and exam performance (π1jk) becomes –1.53
(calculated by –3.08 + 1.55), which is noticeably higher than for classes without the
reform.  To place this result in context, consider a calculation based on average Exam 4
scores (time = 3 in the model). For the PLGI group the average Exam 4 score would be
52.4, but for the group without reform the average would be 47.7. This difference of 4.7
percentage points translates to roughly 0.25 of a standard deviation, which is a fairly
substantial effect.  Also notable from Table 3.10 are the non-significant parameters:
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student SAT sub-scores and the class SAT score do not relate to the overall slope.
Apparently, while these factors have a strong influence on how students start the course,
they do not impact the change in performance over the course of the semester.
Conclusions and Implications
The first aim of this study was to demonstrate the use of HLM for a quasi-
experimental study investigating a pedagogical reform. To achieve this aim, distinct
models were developed for both single and time-series measures of academic
achievement, and a detailed discussion of variable considerations and missing data was
provided.  Additionally, model interpretation investigating both effectiveness and equity
was discussed. The implicit expectation underlying this detailed description is that
researchers in similar settings will be able to use similar models for their own work.
Given the national impetus to engage in educational research that can ultimately produce
“improvement in student academic achievement [and] reduction in the achievement gap
between high-performing and low-performing students,” [80] it is imperative to showcase
research tools that allow high quality investigation of these two goals.  As discussed, the
rationale for the use of HLM involves three major considerations: 1) its freedom from
reliance on an independence of observations assumption, 2) its ability to combine data for
multiple levels of analysis, and 3) the ease with which it can be used to speak to issues of
equity as well as to efficacy.
The question of independent observations should be a primary concern for any
quantitative analysis of educational reform.  During the design phase of an investigation,
the extent to which the independence of observations assumption is likely to be violated
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in any given setting must be decided on a theoretical basis, but, as shown here, there is
relatively little variability among large classes in general chemistry on the externally-
constructed ACS Final Exam.  For this situation, the assumption may be valid, and
designs relying on regression models or ANOVA are reasonable. However, as observed
for the midterm exams in this study, more caution is warranted for internally-constructed
exams, particularly as the semester progresses.  As one would expect, the common
experience of students who are in class together seems to grow as the semester
progresses. Even for the large classes in the study, by the end of the semester intraclass
correlation coefficient values were as high as 6.7% for the midterm exams, over 3 times
what was found with the externally constructed final exam.
Ideally students in a particular class interact with each other and with the
instructor, developing shared understandings. For example, students can talk with each
other outside of class to interpret class notes and follow these conversations with in-class
questions that are responded to by the instructor for the benefit of all students. As a result,
students in a class have a reasonable chance of developing common interpretations of
terminology, particular ways of expressing and interrogating important concepts, and, as
they experience exams, collective wisdom about how to handle exam questions. This
scenario of shared interpretations is typically desirable from a pedagogical point of view,
but it can create problems for research.  The findings indicate that researchers
investigating academic performance among students in college classrooms may more
safely rely on the independence of observations assumption if the data is collected near
the beginning of a course or if the measures used are externally constructed.  This
assumption is less tenable as students progress within a class, for example with measures
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administered late in the semester or for studies of classes that are intact for longer than a
semester. From a teaching perspective, for situations where multiple sections of a course
take common exams, the findings suggest the use of external final exams (i.e. exams
obtained from an outside source) is warranted in cases where it is desirable to reduce
classroom effects on the final grade.
The second aim of the study was to use the ability of HLM to harness student-
level and classroom-level data to investigate the efficacy of a reform applied at the level
of the classroom. The results from the HLM Time Series Model and from the HLM
External Exam Model are markedly congruent. PLGI was associated with improved
performance on the ACS Exam given at the end of the semester, regardless of student
SAT sub-scores or class SAT average.  This result matches the trend in the Time Series
Model in which students in classes with the PLGI reform, regardless of student SAT sub-
scores or class SAT average, experience a much less severe drop in performance as the
semester progresses than do their counterparts in classes without the PLGI reform. The
observations of improved performance are in agreement with other research promoting
the effectiveness of cooperative learning and inquiry as pedagogical tools, and the
analysis spans three years of implementation in a college general chemistry course.
Based on these results, the use of inquiry activities as the shared goal of cooperative
learning groups, with PLGI as an option for a large class,  is recommended for other
entry-level college science courses.  Large classes are commonplace at the college level
but do not lend themselves readily to pedagogical reform, [81] so PLGI may be
particularly helpful in providing a feasible model for implementation of reform in this
setting.
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In both models, student exam scores are influenced by the class average SAT
score, even when controlling for individual student SAT sub-scores. This holds true for
both PLGI and non-PLGI sections: in general, the higher the class average SAT score, the
better a student’s performance, after controlling for the student’s individual SAT sub-
scores. It may be that informal study groups containing a greater number of students with
high SAT scores are more beneficial, and that students in a class with a higher average
SAT score have a higher probability of forming such study groups, but this is merely
speculative and would require further investigation.  In the External Exam Model, class
average SAT score also featured an interaction with student Math SAT sub-scores, but
this trend was not observed for the Time Series Model.  This interaction represents the
only occasion in the data where an increase in the class average SAT score can reduce a
student’s performance.  For students with a Math SAT sub-score 150 points or more
below their class average (e.g. a Math SAT sub-score of 450 or below for this data), the
model results indicate that student performance decreases as the class SAT score goes
from average to the highest found in the sample.  Since this demonstrated inequity was
not present in both models, future research into interactions between class average SAT
and student SAT to determine their prevalence and associated achievement consequences
is recommended. Decisions that affect class average SAT, for example the introduction of
course pre-requisites, would benefit from this additional knowledge.
The third aim of the study was to exploit HLM’s ability to examine the equity of a
pedagogical reform. While the effectiveness of PLGI is an important outcome, it would
have been desirable also for it to reduce the dependence of exam performance on SAT
sub-scores, thus promoting equity by reducing the outcome gap between students with
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different SAT sub-scores. Preparation for college can be thought of as a mediating
variable for several other characteristics that are associated with achievement gaps in
college science.  For example, controlling for the number of high school science classes
taken weakens the relationship between SES and college science performance.[82]
Similar trends were also found regarding student sex [61] and student racial/ethnic
identities.[83]  In this study, SAT sub-scores served as an indicator of preparation for
college.  Unfortunately, both models feature non-significant interaction terms associated
with the potential relationship between PLGI and student SAT sub-scores.  In other
words, no evidence for any effect on the current equity situation in the classroom was
found, and, under PLGI, the dependence of student performance on incoming preparation
remains similar to what is seen in a traditional lecture environment.  From an
examination of the results of both models, PLGI tends to help all students; however, it
does not improve on the present state of equity in the classroom.
Past research led us to the expectation that the reform could either increase or
decrease the existing achievement gaps in the classroom.  Given the work of Cohen and
Webb, the possibility of an increase in achievement gaps resulting from perceptions of
low status was of particular concern, because the reform pedagogy relies on student-
student interaction and reveals student status roles more clearly than a lecture situation.
In this light, the fact that we found the reform had no effect on equity is a positive result,
but certainly a decrease in achievement gaps would be most desirable. The failure to
realize a more equitable situation for students with low SAT scores is cause to focus a
future investigation explicitly on this group in the reform setting. An in-depth study
focusing on student-student interactions, similar to Cohen’s work with middle-school
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students, would help uncover any detrimental effects arising from status perceptions.
Another possibility is that the reform is working for students with low SAT scores, and in
time would reduce achievement gaps, but the one semester, once-per-week intervention is
too limited for results to be seen.  If so, equity must be a harder goal to reach than
effectiveness, since the results do indicate that even this limited application of reform is
effective.  Additionally it could be an indication of low statistical power for the
interaction of PLGI on the effect of SAT sub-scores, in particular as interaction terms
have reduced power from main effects.[84]  Although this is a possibility, the estimate of
the impact the reform has on SAT sub-scores is less than 13% of the original effect SAT
sub-scores Math SAT relation is 0.0365, the PLGI reform impact would increase it by
0.00466.  Thus even though power may not be sufficient to find significance, by the data
available it is unlikely that the reform constitutes a meaningful change in the relation
between SAT sub-scores and in-course performance.
Further investigations that examine both effectiveness and equity of more
intensive reforms would be an important first step in discerning whether it is the limited
nature of the intervention that prevents equity.  In the final analysis, however, available
evidence indicates that PLGI does not put students with low SAT sub-scores at any more
of a disadvantage than is present with traditional lecture-style teaching. Considering that
the results demonstrate that PLGI is an effective reform, it is better for students with low
SAT sub-scores to experience a lecture course with PLGI than to experience one without
PLGI.
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IV.  Formal Thought as an Independent Measure
The PLGI reform was found to be effective, but had a negligible impact on the
relationship of student SAT sub-scores to performance.  That is, students’ performance in
the collegiate level course was still dependent, to some degree, on their prior high school
preparation.  Recommendations to improve the achievement of students entering college
chemistry with low SAT sub-scores may include math or linguistic skill (analogies)
tutorials.[85, 86]  This chapter looks at another construct, formal thought, that relates an
incoming ability to achievement in chemistry.  Among specific interest is whether this
construct is independent of SAT sub-scores as they relate to chemistry achievement.  If
so, than this would be another dimension on which to evaluate the equity created by the
reform.  As mentioned before, to establish the role of formal thought without the impact
of the reform, this study examines both fall and spring semesters but does not include any
students who participated in the reform.
Justification for the Study
All too often, substantial numbers of students in college fail to demonstrate
sufficient understanding of chemistry to proceed beyond the introductory course, general
chemistry.  This circumstance hinders not only the individual student but also the field of
chemistry.  While the costs to the individual are immediate and obvious (not only the
regrettable lack of knowledge of chemistry but also a closed door to any major field of
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study requiring that knowledge) the costs to chemistry are also significant. With each
year this trend continues, chemistry loses numerous individuals who now will not
contribute to the growth of the discipline. Indeed the ramifications stretch beyond
chemistry, as other science curricula require general chemistry prior to course work
within their program.[61]  Students who cannot muster an acceptable understanding of
general chemistry are prevented from contributing to many science fields.  On a more
systemic level, the inability of students to continue in science-oriented courses because of
low performance in general chemistry represents a major setback in efforts to create a
scientifically-informed populace and a technically-proficient workforce.  For these
reasons, unsatisfactory student performance in college-level general chemistry remains a
critical area of concern.
Since basic constructivism indicates that the prior knowledge and skills with
which students enter a course play a role in success (or its absence), it is both possible
and valuable to identify students who are at-risk of not succeeding in a course at the point
when they first enter the course.  To do so provides the opportunity for assisting these
students early on, while success is still possible.  Further, knowledge about the factors
contributing to low (at-risk) performance can inform the design of interventions aimed
toward reducing the challenges faced by these students.  The first task is identifying the
at-risk population with reasonable accuracy, and the second is suggesting potential
interventions.  Ideally the measure used for identification contains within itself
implications for a potential remedy. This chapter compares the accuracy, degree of
overlap, and implications for potential interventions of two measures that can be used to
identify students at-risk of not succeeding in general chemistry. It therefore joins a long
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history of ‘predictor papers’ but is unique in its combination of generalizability, a focus
on at-risk students, and consideration for the implications of choosing a particular
predictor.
Formal Thought and Science Achievement
With the intent of identifying at-risk students, the predictor selection had to be
focused on a measure that has the potential to describe a large hindrance for students.
The work of Piaget provides a reasonable approach to this problem.  Piagetian theory
details four successive stages of cognitive development, the latter two: concrete
operational and formal operational, providing the most interest for this study.  Students
operating at the concrete operational stage tend to focus on those concepts which can be
directly perceived, [87] and are unable to abstract to generalizations beyond their senses.
As Shayer and Adey describe them, these students often improperly equate associations
with causal relationships and have difficulty in dealing with situations that feature more
than 2 variables.[88]  The ability of concrete thinkers to model is also limited, with
classifications and ordering always centered on two aspects at a time, with one of the
variables treated implicitly as dependent.[88]
Formal operational thought is the last stage of cognitive development as described
by Piaget, in which “deduction no longer refers directly to perceived reality but to
hypothetical statements.”[87]  In formal thought then, possibilities are regarded as
hypothetical at first, and then verified by empirical evidence.  Contextually, this ability
leads to the meaningful manipulation of empirical results, as well as a familiarity with the
abstract.  Also taken from Piaget’s work is a series of reasoning patterns that would
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describe formal thought operations.  Adey and Shayer [89] grouped the reasoning
patterns into three main categories.  The first category, the handling of variables, includes
the control and exclusion of variables, the recognition of multiple classification schemes,
and the description of combinatorial possibilities.  The second category, relationships
between variables, includes the use of ratios, and proportion (comparing of two ratios), as
well as compensation (use of inverse relationships), correlation and probability.  The final
group, formal models, describes the creation of an abstract representation of complex
behaviors.  Also included in this last group is the use of logical reasoning.  Keeping with
Piagetian theory, the onset of formal thought would be characterized by the development
of all the cognitive operations at about the same time, a postulate that has been supported
by empirical evidence.[90-92]
Alternative theories of cognitive development that may also prove fruitful in
identifying at-risk students in college chemistry exist.  The principle difference between
the alternative theories is global restructuring versus domain-specific restructuring.[93]
Piagetian theory postulates that developmental change occurs via global restructuring,
which the concrete and formal stages are examples of.  The progression to a new stage is
thought to affect an individual’s approach on a variety of diverse subjects.[89]  As an
alternative, domain-specific restructuring postulates that an individual can incorporate
new concepts or theories within a specific domain independent of the individual’s general
logical capabilities.[93-95]   Within a domain specific restructuring framework,
identification of at risk students may more appropriately be done with a chemistry
diagnostic test [96] and remediation then would be explicitly designed around an
individual’s existing chemistry knowledge.[97]  However, given the substantial amount
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of research that indicates the utility of Piagetian theory in science success, this study
utilizes Piagetian theory in the investigation to identify at-risk students.
One noteworthy example is the work of Lawson and Renner [92] who showed
that students at the concrete operational stage are unable to develop an understanding of
formal concepts, and that students at the formal operational stage demonstrate an
understanding of both formal and concrete concepts.  Later on Lawson [98, 99] points out
that such results could be interpreted largely as a spurious correlation, describing what
might be a more general intelligence measure underlying the success seen on both
measures.  In the 1982 study [99] a partial correlation between formal thought and
biology achievement while controlling for fluid intelligence was conducted, finding a
significant relation present, illustrating that it is the formal thought measure that better
corresponds to this achievement measure.
It is also the aim to continue this investigation by examining whether formal
thought features a unique relationship to achievement in college chemistry.  In addition,
while it has been demonstrated that controlling for one general intelligence measure did
not effect the relation between formal thought and achievement, it has not been
investigated whether a general achievement measure, such as SAT, may also underlie
such a relationship.  For example, would a student with high SAT scores, but low formal
thought measure, still be expected to perform poorly?  Or are students with low SAT
scores and high formal thought scores expected to perform poorly?   This investigation
will be focused on those students who are at-risk of performing poorly in general
chemistry.  Since formal thought has been described as one of a series of factors
necessary for a successful performance, [100-102] the presence of formal thought would
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not be expected to predict a successful performance, but rather the absence of formal
thought is expected to envisage a poor performance.  This expectation leads to a series of
research questions:
RQ1. Which predictor, SAT or a formal thought measure, is better able to identify
at-risk students?
RQ2. Are the at-risk students identified by each predictor distinct groups, which
may lead to more specific interventions geared toward each group of students?
RQ3. Can a combination of SAT and formal thought measures provide a distinct
advantage in identifying at-risk students?
RQ4. And, to what extent are all at-risk students identified by this set of predictors?
Past Work with Predictors
Extensive work has been done on the ability to predict students’ college GPA.
The predictors that have been used span a wide range including academic orientation
[103, 104], self-efficacy [105], student personality traits,[106, 107] student approaches to
learning [108] along with SAT scores [103, 104, 106, 107] or high school rank [103].
The use of college GPA as an outcome variable may certainly lead to the ability to
distinguish a student who is in danger of not completing college, and may lead to certain
interventions aimed at preventing this problem.  However, it can provide no course-
specific information that may play a role in student’s lack of success, such as the
demands of a course, or the assumptions a course may make of the skills or knowledge of
incoming students.
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Narrowing the focus to success in college chemistry, considerable work has also
been performed with this aim.  Past studies have examined the ability of SAT [66, 68,
109-113], ACT [113-115], high school GPA [114], high school chemistry grade [112,
113, 116], personality characteristics [115] and Piagetian tasks [68, 111] to predict final
chemistry course grade.  The use of chemistry grades as an outcome variable, however,
relies on the ability of chemistry grades to approximate chemistry understanding.  The
extent to which this approximation is valid depends on several decisions peculiar to the
course, the instructor, and the institution.  Decisions such as grading on a curve or on an
absolute scale, grading based completely on exam performance versus consideration of
student homework, the allowance of extra credit, and even the method by which the exam
were created, can all alter the extent chemistry grades reflect true student understanding
of chemistry.  As a result, the generalizability of the above studies depends on the extent
that the grading used is applicable to other institutions.  However, of the studies presented
above, the work by Bender and Milakofsky [111] is the only one to provide detailed
evidence of the grading procedures employed.
Another option for an outcome variable is the use of a single exam, as a measure
of students’ chemistry understanding.  In addition to providing a clear picture of what
constitutes success in chemistry, the scoring of a single exam lends itself to the statistical
procedures commonly used with predictors.  One example of such a procedure is present
in Yager’s 1988 article [117], for an examination of the effects of taking high school
chemistry.  In this study, students were measured on a normed exam, a course final exam,
and by final course grade to provide multiple measures of success in chemistry.  In
particular, the use of a normed exam allows for a ready assessment of generalizability.
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In the current study, the ability of a formal thought measure to identify at-risk
students is examined.  Formal thought was chosen as the predictor because of the
theoretical basis for its inclusion, but also due to the extensive prior work in the literature
aimed at improving formal thought.[118-122]  In addition, the outcome variable for the
current study is an available-to-public normed exam designed to measure student
understanding of chemistry, making the results generalizable to the extent that the content
of this exam matches the desired outcomes at other institutions.
Instruments: Test of Logical Thinking and ACS Exam
Several measures of formal thought have been developed, validated and utilized
in the research literature.  What these measures share in common is an attempt to
approximate the original Piagetian interviews. To begin, emulating the Piagetian
interview is problematic, especially with large groups of students, owing to the time-
intensive nature of the interview procedure.  As a result written exams, in particular, have
been constructed to take the place of these interviews.  Perhaps the closest approximation
to the interview procedure is Shayer & Adey’s Science Reasoning Tasks, [88] where
written predictions are elicited from students, followed by an instructor performing a
demonstration, and then students are asked to explain the phenomena witnessed.
Depending on the task, questions may be free-responses or students select among the
responses available.
However, for the present study, with class sizes approaching 200 students, there
was concern about the timing for student responses and doubt that all students would be
able to adequately witness a demonstration.  As a result, a completely written exam was
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chosen.  Among the possibilities present are the Inventory of Piagetian Developmental
Tasks IPDT [111], the Group Assessment of Logical Thinking GALT [123], the Test of
Logical Thinking TOLT [124] and Piagetian Logical Operations Test PLOT.[125]  Of
these choices, the TOLT was selected owing to its: ease of administration, two-tiered
question design, which reduces the possibility of students guessing the correct answer
[126], published validity [124], and use in the research literature.[127-129]
The TOLT was developed and validated by Tobin and Capie to measure what
they termed formal reasoning ability.  In order to do so items previously used by Lawson
[101, 130] were selected so that the test comprised of two items for each of the five
modes of formal reasoning: controlling variables, proportional reasoning, probabilistic
reasoning, correlational reasoning and combinatorial reasoning.  These modes are based
on Shayer and Adey’s second category of reasoning patterns that are evidence of formal
operations.  To receive a correct score for each item students need to select the correct
answer from up to 5 choices, and select the correct reason for the answer from 5 possible
reasons.  The only exceptions are the combinatorial reasoning questions where students
are required to list all the correct combinatorial possibilities without any replication.
Construct validation of TOLT was done by relating student scores on the TOLT with
student performance via interviews, for students ranging from grade 6 to college.  By
relating this instrument to college chemistry performance, predictive validity will be
investigated.
As noted, in the past a large variety of predictor papers rely on student grades as
an outcome variable.  As a research base, the results of these studies are generalizable
only to the extent one can assume that student grades at the research institution match the
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desired student outcomes of other locales.  More importantly, without extensive details of
the grading scheme used, this assumption becomes impossible to assess.  With the desire
to produce a generalizable model for identifying at-risk students, a normed exam
produced by the American Chemical Society (ACS) was selected.  “The American
Chemical Society is a self-governed individual membership organization that consists of
more than 163,000 members at all degree levels and in all fields of chemistry.”[131]  As
part of the ACS the Division of Chemical Education features an Exams Institute where
exams are available to chemistry teachers and administrators in high schools, colleges,
and universities.
 The exam institute offers more than fifty exams covering general chemistry,
organic chemistry, analytical chemistry, physical chemistry, inorganic chemistry,
biochemistry, polymer chemistry, and high school chemistry.[72]  The first semester
general chemistry exams include various lengths of a conventional exam and a special
examination (SP97A) meant to combine conceptual knowledge questions with the
conventional (algorithmic) type questions.  Given the recent push towards conceptual
understanding of chemistry in the research literature [132-135] both conceptual and
conventional assessment methods play an important role in the objectives of most general
chemistry courses.  As a result the ACS special examination was selected as the outcome
variable for this study.  Though this exam played a large role in determining student
grades (it served as the final exam for the course, which was 25% of student grades),
there were other factors that also contributed to student grades.  Thus, it is possible for a
student to successfully complete the course despite a poor performance on the exam.
Given this acknowledgement, this study may be viewed more appropriately as identifying
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students at-risk in terms of the successful demonstration of chemistry knowledge on an
exam at the end of the course, rather than at-risk of passing the course per se, though
these two are highly related.  Convergent validity and reliability for the ACS Exam was
established by relating to internally-constructed exams and by Cronbach’s alpha
respectively, and is discussed in detail in the previous chapter.
Research Methods
The TOLT was administered during the first week of classes in 22 sections of the
first semester of general chemistry at a large southeastern public urban research
university over the course of three academic years.  This resulted in TOLT scores for
3798 students, out of an estimated 4180 students enrolled in the 22 sections.  At the end
of the course, students took a final exam that was a normed American Chemical Society
exam to measure student academic achievement.  Of the 3798 students, ACS exam scores
was available for 2871 students (75.6%).  Since completing the ACS exam was a course
requirement, the likely reason for not obtaining ACS exam scores were students not
completing the course.  Student SAT scores were obtained from institutional records.
Among the 2871 students that took the ACS exam, SAT scores were available for 2284
students.  The most likely cause for missing SAT scores was the student taking the ACT
in place of the SAT or the student enrolling in the course after SAT records were pulled.
The focus of the analysis was the 2284 students for whom complete data was available.
The decision to omit missing data will be revisited in a later section, in particular since
the missing data may disproportionately represent at risk students.
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The main focus of the analysis will be the 2284 students for where there is
complete data.  First steps were taken to determine if there were any outliers in the data,
so that no single data point would have an unusually large effect on the results of the
analysis.  Outliers were determined by evaluation of the standardized residuals for a
multiple regression model that included both SAT sub-scores and TOLT.  By examining
for any standardized residuals greater than three, [65] there were nine students found to
be inconsistent with the general pattern.  The data analysis then proceeded with 2275
students.
Prior to examining the trends between variables, descriptive statistics were
evaluated, and are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 – Descriptive Statistics for Measures Used
TOLT
(0-10)
Math SAT
(200-800)
Verbal SAT
(200-800)
ACS Exam
(0-100)
Mean 6.80 559.14 540.58 52.02
St. Dev. 2.613 83.505 82.648 16.638
Skewness (Std.
error = 0.048) -0.664 -0.048 0.070 0.240
Kurtosis (Std.
error = 0.097) -0.452 -0.166 -0.115 -0.690
25th percentile 5 500 480 40
50th percentile 7 560 540 50
75th percentile 9 620 600 65
The normality tests indicate that the TOLT scores feature a significant negative skew,
indicating the scores were more heavily distributed at the higher values.  This
phenomenon may be a result of the setting of the study, since the TOLT was designed for
grades 6 through college, while the sample consists entirely of college students.  While
most statistical tests rely on a normality assumption, the tests employed are very robust to
violations of normality.[136]
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For generalizability reasons, it is also necessary that the distributions span the
entire range of possible values for each measure.  For the TOLT and Verbal SAT, the
2275 students spanned the entire range, but for Math SAT the scores ranged from 290 to
800, out of possible scores that could span from 200 to 800.  For the ACS exam scores
ranged from 10.0 to 95.0, and the exam was graded as a percent score making the
possible range of 0 to 100.  Thus the results cannot be generalized to the extreme lower
scores on these measures, which may serve as a caution for employing these results in
alternative settings, specifically settings which may feature an alternative range of scores,
such as early high school.
As described previously, several research questions will guide the nature of this
investigation.  To investigate each question inferential and descriptive statistics will be
used.  Inferential statistics will be used to establish the utility of the predictors by relating
the predictors to performance and assist in interpretation of the descriptive statistics.
Where possible, effect sizes will be reported as a standardized measure of the differences
seen, and operationalized using Cohen’s qualitative terms: small, medium and large
effects.  As Cohen describes them, small effects are where the effect is small relative to
the effect of uncontrollable extraneous variables (noise), medium effects are thought to
be large enough to be visible to the naked eye and large effects are described as grossly
perceptible.[70]  Descriptive and inferential statistics will be used in relating the ability of
the models to identify at-risk students.  Finally to further describe the role of formal
thought in chemistry performance, a semi-structured interview was used with students of
varying formal thought backgrounds employing a think-aloud approach to solving a set of
chemistry problems.
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The first step in identifying at-risk students is to classify what would constitute an
at-risk student.  By consideration of the conventional assessments used in class, where C
is meant to denote an average performance, it appears that at-risk students would be those
described as below average.  The decision was made to consider students who score on
the bottom 30% of the sample on the ACS exam to be considered at-risk.  In order to do
this, the ACS exam was assumed to approximate a normal distribution making the bottom
30% those that scored less than 0.525 standard deviations below the mean, which is equal
to 43.3% correct on the exam.  In the sample described, 802 out of the 2275 students
(35.3%) scored below this cut-off.
Results and Discussions
RQ1. Which predictor, SAT or a formal thought measure, is better able to identify at-risk
students?
First the extent TOLT and SAT sub-scores have a linear relationship with
academic performance, was determined by running correlations with the academic
performance.  The results from these correlations are presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 – Comparison of Correlation Coefficients
TOLT VSAT MSAT ACS Exam
TOLT ---
VSAT 0.492 ---
MSAT 0.654 0.625 ---
ACS Exam 0.510 0.527 0.608 ---
* all coefficients p < 0.001
The presence of significant positive correlation coefficients is indicative of a relationship
with academic performance among all the predictors.  Correlation coefficients also
provide an indication of the strength of relationship between the predictors and the
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outcome variables.  Using Cohen’s effect size operation, each of the predictors features a
medium effect size with the outcome variable, and a medium effect size between each
predictor.  Thus each predictor is believed to be a reasonable construct in explaining ACS
exam score, and consideration will need to be given to the possibility of the predictors
overlapping.
In order to determine the ability of the predictors to identify at-risk students two
linear regression models were used.  The first model relates TOLT to students’ scores on
the ACS exam, and the second relates the SAT sub-scores to the ACS exam.  The
combination of both SAT sub-scores in one model was chosen to represent the practical
option for data available to instructors.  The results from the two regression models lead
to the following equations:
TOLT model
ACS Exam = 29.936 + 3.245 * TOLT
R2 = 0.260
SAT model
ACS Exam = -25.196 + 0.04864 * VSAT + 0.09107 * MSAT
R2 = 0.405
By each model, it is possible to depict which students would be identified as at-risk by
each set of predictors.  For the TOLT model, TOLT scores of 4 or less are predicted to be
below the cut-off.  By this criterion, the TOLT model identifies 471 students in the
sample to be at-risk.  Of those 471 students, 332 students had an actual ACS exam score
below the cut-off, indicating 70.5% of those predicted were correctly classified.  Of the
139 incorrectly classified, 75 scored below average on the ACS exam.
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The SAT model could predict students to be below the cut-off via a variety of
SAT score combinations, so no single set of SAT cut-offs can be established.  However,
in general, scoring below 500 on both the math and verbal portion would qualify as an at-
risk student in this context.  (Note:  scoring above 500 on one sub-score could be off-set
by a lower score on the other sub-score, a scenario that would still lead to the at-risk
classification).  This criteria led to a classification of 451 students as at-risk based on the
combination of SAT sub-scores, slightly lower than the number of students TOLT
predicted.  327 of the 451 students were correctly classified, a 72.5% success rate, a rate
slightly higher than the TOLT model.  Of the 124 incorrectly classified in this group, 69
of them scored below average.  The performance of each model is summarized in Table
4.3.
Table 4.3 – The Model Predictions: At-risk Students
Predicted
At-risk
Actually
At-risk
% correct
predictions
TOLT model 471 332 70.5%
SAT model 451 327 72.5%
The similar success rates in identifying at-risk students is curious, given the lower
R2 of the TOLT model compared to the SAT model.  As a measure of goodness of fit, it
is expected that the higher the R2 value, the better success would be available at
predicting scores.  This expectation would hold true if predictions for the entire sample
were considered.  However, by looking at only the at-risk students, a subset of the sample
is being examined.  How TOLT is able to better identify at-risk students may be better
understood by the following scatter-plots, where ACS exam is shown based on TOLT
and on Math SAT score (Figures 4.1 and 4.2).  Because of the large number of data
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points, a 20% random sample of the data is used in the following plots.  Additionally, the
R2 for the TOLT model is somewhat under valued compared to the SAT sub-scores due
to the restriction of range, as the TOLT has only 10 possible values but the combination
of SAT sub-scores has a distribution which is approaching continuous by
comparison.[137]
Figure 4.1 – Relation between TOLT and ACS Exam Scores
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Figure 4.2 – Relation between Math SAT and ACS Exam Scores
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Among the things to take note is the distribution in each plot.  In the TOLT plot,
the variability of scores is low for the low TOLT scores, but the scores span almost the
entire range for the high TOLT scores.  This broad distribution at the high end is the
likely cause for the lower R2 with TOLT, as compared to the SAT model.  In the math
SAT distribution, a more linear trend is observed: high math SAT scores correspond to
higher ACS exam scores, while lower math SAT scores correspond to lower ACS exam
scores, which would lead to a higher R2.  (Verbal SAT has a similar distribution, as does
a combination of the two SAT sub-scores using the weighting found in the regression
model).  For this reason, SAT would be better suited for identifying successful students
than TOLT, while the at-risk students in this sample are comparably identified by each
model.  This is consistent with theory, as previously discussed formal thought is one of a
series of factors necessary for a successful performance. Other factors such as familiarity
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with course content and motivational and affective issues would also play a role in
student success.  And since SAT scores better identify success, it is suggested that the
more general measure, SAT scores, tends to correlate better than TOLT with such factors,
in particular those related to familiarity with content.
RQ2. Are the at-risk students identified by each predictor a distinct group, which may
lead to more specific interventions geared toward each group of students?
Since all three predictors feature strong correlations, it becomes necessary to
examine to what extent all three share in measuring similar qualities, or if the overlaps
between each pair are distinct.  With at-risk students it may be hypothesized that poor
performance on any of these measures is indicative of poor performance on all measures.
This is supported by the above measures indicating that the predictors are strongly
related.  However, this turns out to hold true for approximately half of the cases predicted
at-risk: of the 471 students predicted by TOLT and the 451 students predicted by the SAT
model, only 266 of the students were classified by both models.
By narrowing the focus to the number of correct predictions, there are three
exclusive categories of at risk which students can be classified as: at-risk by only the
TOLT model, at-risk by only the SAT model and at-risk by both models.  Table 3.4
shows the number of students that fall into each category, and the resulting performance
on the ACS exam for each category.
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Table 4.4 – The Overlap between Models
Model Predictions
of At-risk Status
Only TOLT At-
risk (n=205)
Only SAT
At-risk (n=185)
Both models At-
risk (n=266)
Correct (scored
Below Cut-off) 113 108 219
Incorrect (scored
Above Cut-off) 92 77 47
Percent of Correct
Predictions
55.1% 58.4% 82.3%
From Table 4.4 it appears that each model, TOLT and SAT, describes a unique
trait that hinders success in chemistry. There is a distinct group of 113 students that
performed poorly on the TOLT and on the ACS final exam while performing
satisfactorily on the SAT measure. A similar situation occurs for 108 students who
performed poorly on the SAT and on the ACS final exam while performing reasonably
well on the TOLT. These two cases demonstrate that the two models identify different
groups of students as being at-risk, even though 219 students were correctly predicted by
both models to be at-risk.  It should also be noted that neither of the models identifies all
students who are at-risk: out of the 1619 students not predicted to be at-risk by either
model, only 1257 (77.6%) in fact performed above the cut-off.
Statistical comparisons between percent correct predictions employed an arcsine
transformation to stabilize variances.[70]  The highest percent correct is for those who
would be classified as at-risk by both the TOLT model and by the SAT model,
demonstrating that a combination of low scores on both measures leads to a greater
chance of students performing poorly on the ACS final exam.  The differences in correct
prediction rate between this ‘both’ category and each of the two ‘only’ categories were
significant with a medium effect size.  No evidence supporting a significant difference in
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percent correct between the only TOLT category and the only SAT category was found,
indicating that neither model isolates a distinct group of at-risk students better than the
other.
RQ3. Can a combination of SAT and formal thought measures provide an advantage in
identifying at-risk students?
The previous discussion has shown that, if both the TOLT model and the SAT
model predict a student to be at-risk, that is very likely to be the case.  However, this
post-hoc combination of the predictions of two different models may be too conservative,
identifying only a relatively small number of at-risk students.  It may be possible to
construct a single model using both sets of predictors that will retain a high success rate
and identify a larger number of at-risk students.  To investigate this possibility, a model
was constructed to use both SAT sub-scores and TOLT scores:
SAT & TOLT model
ACS Exam = -19.477 + 0.04410 * VSAT + 0.07253 * MSAT + 1.044 * TOLT
R2 = 0.420
It was found that each predictor entered the model significantly indicating that
even when controlling for the variability that comes from the other predictors, both SAT
sub-scores and TOLT still feature a significant relation with the ACS exam, which is
consistent with the interpretation that TOLT and SAT map onto performance in distinct
ways.  Similar to the SAT model, the model that combines both SAT sub-scores and
TOLT scores, has many combinations of predictor scores that would result in an at-risk
prediction.  This model predicted 489 students to be at-risk, higher than the 266 found by
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the overlap of the two individual models.  Of those 489 students, 354 scored below the
ACS cut-off and were correctly classified.  This leads to a success rate of 72.4%, which is
only slightly higher than the 70.5% seen with the TOLT model, and nearly equivalent to
the 72.5% rate of the SAT model.  Of the 354 students correctly classified by this model,
351 had been identified by one of the two previous models.  Thus the combination of
both predictors in a regression model fails to provide an improved model for identifying
at-risk students, since only three additional students were correctly found by combining
the two sets of predictors.  Of the 135 misclassified, 71 scored below average on the
exam.
RQ4. To what extent are all at-risk students identified by this set of predictors?
Of the 2275 students, 802 students finished the course below the ACS cut-off.  Of
these 802 students, 443 students (55.2%) were identifiable based on scores from either
TOLT, SAT or a combination of the two.  Thus a sizable portion of the students that
performed poorly on the ACS exam was not identifiable by these models.  This finding
may be representative of a need to include other types of predictors, such as affective
measures like motivation or confidence, if the goal is to predict all at-risk students.
The At-risk Cut-off Decision
It is recognized that the decision to employ the cut-off at the bottom 30% of the
sample is somewhat arbitrary, as other values such as the bottom 25% or bottom 33%
could reasonably suffice.  To address these concerns and to understand the impact of this
decision on the conclusions reached, a SAS program was developed to calculate the
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percent correct predictions for each model as the cut-off point is changed.  The results
have been plotted in Figure 4.3. Among the things to note from the plot, first the models
switch places depending on the cut-off decision, but all of them remain relatively close
together, so that no model offers a distinct advantage over the others in terms of accuracy
of identify at-risk students.  Also note the general upward trend of percent correct
predictions as the cut-off decision increases.  This can be attributed to chance guessing.
For example, if the cut-off is placed at 20%, randomly selecting students would get 20%
correct prediction in identifying at-risk students.  However, if the cut-off was 40%, there
would be a 40% chance of identifying at-risk students by random selection.  In general,
each model stays approximately 30 - 40% above the random selection method of
identifying students.
Figure 4.3 – Effect of Changing At-risk Cut-off
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Missing Data:  Students without SAT scores
As mentioned, cases for which SAT scores were unavailable were omitted for
comparative purposes with the formal reasoning measure.  This presents some interesting
implications for the study.  A chief concern with missing data is the presence of a trend in
those students who have missing data, because the presence of any such trend represents
a limitation in the generalizability.  By omitting students without available SAT scores, it
is necessary to check if the group omitted differs from the group studied.  If so, then the
applicability of the analysis to those omitted may be questionable.  Table 4.5 presents the
results from this comparison
Table 4.5 – Comparison of Those with SAT Scores to Those Without
Avg. score for those
with SAT (n, st dev)
Avg. score for those
without SAT (n, st dev) t-test
p-
value
d-
value
TOLT 6.65 (2957, 2.656) 6.24 (841, 2.645) 3.934 0.000 0.155
ACS Exam 52.11 (2284, 16.724) 49.92 (587, 16.178) 2.839 0.005 0.133
The students without SAT scores scored significantly lower on both the TOLT measure
and the ACS exam measure than students with SAT scores.  The d-value is the effect size
for comparing two means, with both values representing a small effect. Because of the
differences between students with SAT scores and those without, the students without
SAT scores likely represent a non-randomly selected population.  For this reason these
students are examined separately in terms of the conclusions presented so far.
There were 841 students in the original sample without SAT scores, and 587 of
those took the ACS exam.  While no claim can be made regarding SAT for these
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students, the role of TOLT in identifying at-risk students can still be investigated.  To do
this, a new regression equation was fitted for just these 587 students.
ACS Exam = 31.910 + 2.799 * TOLT
R2 = 0.201
As the previous TOLT model, this model also indicates a positive linear relationship
between TOLT and ACS exam scores.  In addition, the error associated with the TOLT
coefficient (0.230) and the intercept (1.599) provide a large enough range to include the
original model relating TOLT to ACS Exam.  It appears the conclusions reached
regarding the previous TOLT model also apply to the students without SAT scores.  Of
the 587 students, 150 scored at or below a 4 on the TOLT, which was the cut-off for both
this model and the previous one.  Of the 150 students, 101 scored below the cut-off, for a
67.3% success rate in classification.  Of the 49 incorrectly classified, 20 scored below the
average score.  Nothing discongruent with the previous findings regarding the utility of
TOLT was found, and the conclusion that TOLT as a formal thought measure represents
a hindrance to the success of chemistry students holds true for those in the sample
without SAT scores.
Missing Data:  Students Not Completing the Course
As mentioned earlier, those who did not finish the course represent a significant
portion of the at-risk student population.  However, while leaving the course may be a
function of academic performance during the course, there are also a variety of other
reasons for such a departure, ranging from personal health to financial trouble.  For this
reason, classifying all students who did not finish the course as at-risk students is
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unsatisfactory.  However, given the nature of the conclusions reached regarding the
ability of TOLT to predict performance, it will only be necessary to examine those whose
TOLT scores fell at or below 4, to determine if those students tended to leave the course
for academic reasons.  This will be approximated by reviewing students’ scores on four
instructor generated, multiple-choice in-course tests, in comparison to the class
performance on the same test.
Of the 3798 students in this study, 927 students (24.4%) did not take the ACS
exam.  Of those 927 students, 263 students (28.4%) scored at or below a 4 on the TOLT,
which was the criterion previously used for at-risk classification.  Forty-two of the 263
students did not take any of the tests, so there decision to drop the course came relatively
early, and unfortunately, little else can be said of them.  However, of the remaining 221
students, 194 students scored in the bottom 30% within their class on every test they
took.  Of the remaining 27 students, 22 scored above this mark only once.  While it is not
possible to extrapolate an exact reason for leaving a course from the data available, and
indeed the decision is likely attributable to a number of factors, the data does indicate that
academic performance probably played a role in the decision.
Implications
The findings in this chapter are threefold:
1) formal thought (as measured by TOLT) and general achievement (as
measured by SAT) represent separate and distinct factors, each of which can
be used to identify at-risk students
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2) neither the formal thought measure (TOLT) nor the general achievement
measure (SAT) is clearly superior in terms of percent correct identification of
at-risk students
3) the ease of administration of the TOLT makes it possible to use this measure
to identify additional at-risk students for whom SAT scores are not available
The fact that both general achievement and formal thought represent distinct
factors in this study is important.  It seems there are at least three groups of at-risk
students: those who do not have an appropriate knowledge of mathematics and language
for success in chemistry, those who do not have the requisite reasoning skills for success
in chemistry, and those who lack both.  Since this result shows that mathematics
achievement and reasoning ability represent different barriers to success, effective
remediation will incorporate a review of relevant mathematical and verbal skills as well
as the opportunity to work on developing formal thought ability. A remedial course
aimed solely at reviewing fundamental mathematical rules in the abstract (e.g. how to
isolate variables in an equation, how to manipulate logarithms) for example, is unlikely to
be successful for all students.  This approach would not help those who need to work on
the development of formal reasoning skills – typically by connecting mathematical
manipulations with concrete objects first, before abstracting these manipulations into
general rules.
Indeed, identifying formal thought as a unique factor for success in college
chemistry has several implications for teaching and research.  First, the notion that certain
chemistry concepts require formal thought is supported.[138]  However, it has also been
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pointed out that a majority of even the concrete concepts in sciences are presented in a
way that requires formal thought.[92]  For example, chemistry lectures with few
graphics, animations, or demonstrations require students to create their own mental
models of concepts in chemistry, a skill associated with formal rather than concrete
thinking.  Certainly the ability to create mental models is essential for the practice of
science, but lectures assuming this ability do little to help students develop it, and the
conceptual underpinnings of relatively abstract lecture presentations remain inaccessible
to students with low formal thought ability.  Taking advantage of the wide array of
animations available for presenting major concepts in chemistry is perhaps the simplest
way to scaffold these learners in the college chemistry lecture setting.[139, 140]
Researchers have also recommended the use of active learning practices to avoid over-
dependence on lectures.[102, 141]  Tien et al [142] and the PLGI reform [33] provide
examples of effective active learning reforms that de-emphasize lectures without moving
completely from the lecture format.  In each of these cases, both quantitative and
qualitative investigations of the effects of the reform on different groups of students are
needed to provide insight into whether and how these reforms assist those who need to
develop formal thinking skills as well as chemistry knowledge.
How should these studies be conducted? The relationship between formal thought
as measured by TOLT and chemistry performance (displayed graphically in Figure 4.1) is
important: TOLT is a better predictor of at-risk students than of successful students.
Therefore, studies that investigate a relationship between TOLT and academic
performance through the use of linear regression or correlation [143] may be
underestimating the importance of formal thought.  A large amount of variation in
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academic performance for students with high TOLT scores, while congruent with
cognitive development theory, would lead to a reduced proportion of variance explained
by TOLT as compared with other predictors of performance.  In other words, researchers
may be misled into thinking formal thought is not relevant for a given situation, when, in
fact, the association of low formal thought ability with poor performance is masked by
the large variability in performance for those at the higher end of the TOLT. A suggestion
for researchers who are considering such models is to dichotomize TOLT scores, creating
a low TOLT score and high TOLT score classification, an approach that is better aligned
with the theory of developmental stages.  Another option would be to consider students
with low TOLT scores as a unique subset of students.  This latter option should be of
particular use when evaluating whether pedagogical reforms are able to help different
groups of at-risk students.
Even though this study focuses on college-level general chemistry, it is also
worthwhile to consider broader teaching implications.  Longitudinal work from Novak
has shown that complex science instruction among elementary age students can show
improved understanding at the high school level on similar concepts, far removed from
the intervention.[144]  Therefore initiatives to improve formal thought ability could also
be instituted earlier in the educational stream, with the strong possibility for improving
the trends witnessed here at the college level.  One such initiative, Shayer and Adey’s
Cognitive Acceleration program, [89] has shown promising results in promoting
cognitive development among middle school students.
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Conclusions
In this study, formal thought has been found to have a unique relationship to
chemistry achievement apart from SAT sub-scores, even though the two constructs share
a medium-sized correlation. Low formal thought ability impedes success in chemistry as
much as low SAT sub-scores, and formal thought has been shown to represent a
necessary factor for success in college-level general chemistry for a distinct group of
students.  Recommendations for remediation and for future research were discussed in
light of these findings.  It is important to note that, while both measures used in the study
had reasonable success at identifying students at-risk of performing poorly in college-
level general chemistry, there was an additional group of students whose poor
performance was not predicted by either measure.  Therefore, factors that are
unaddressed in this paper are also likely to play a role in success in chemistry. Research
into affective aspects of chemistry learning with specific emphasis on at-risk students
would complement the cognitive approach taken in this paper.  In particular, identifying
those affective components which prevent students from achieving success despite high
cognitive abilities may help identify other distinct groups of at-risk students and lead to
the development of targeted remedies for these groups.  As a follow-up study, student
interviews were conducted to describe specifically the barriers students with low formal
thought scores may experience in chemistry problem solving.
Follow Up Study:  Role of Formal Thought in Chemistry Problem Solving
To investigate what specific roles formal thought may have in chemistry problem
solving, student interviews were conducted.  Thirty students, stratified to represent
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different formal thought abilities, were invited to participate.  Nine students agreed to
participate in an interview.  Because the interview falls outside of the normal classroom
procedure informed consent was obtained from each participant.  See Appendix B for a
copy of the informed consent form and the IRB authorization for the student interviews.
Each student was interviewed individually.  During the interview a student was
given a series of chemistry problems, one at a time, and asked to solve each of them
using a ‘think aloud’ approach.[145]  The chemistry problems were chosen among four
problems available, which were adapted from the chemistry textbook that was used in the
course, [146] with an intent to cover a wide range of topics, stoichiometry,
thermodynamics and properties of gases; and focus on both conceptual and algorithmic
understandings.  Each interviewee was given at least three of the four problems available,
but often stopped at three due to time constraints.   The interviews took place during the
last two weeks of class in Spring 2005, lasted less than 30 minutes, and were audio-
recorded and transcribed for analysis.
 Three of the interviewees, Lucy, Marcie and Charlie with TOLT scores of 3 or
less, were considered low formal thought ability.  Two interviewees, Sally and Patty had
TOLT scores of 4, which though identified as at-risk in the sample, were considered
borderline in formal thought ability and will be evaluated separately.  This coincides with
the discussion about ACS cut-off, if the cut-off had been changed, there would be similar
results but a different TOLT cut-off.  The final four interviewees, Margaret, Gina, Martha
and Dennis had TOLT scores of 6 or above and were considered high formal thought.  To
mirror the ACS exam findings, student responses from one algorithmic question and one
conceptual question are presented.
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Stoichiometry Problem
The algorithmic question was a stoichiometry problem.
For the reaction
Fe2O3 (s)  +     CO (g)         Fe (s)  +     CO2 (g)
How many grams of CO are needed to react with 3.02 g of Fe2O3?
Students were given a calculator and the periodic table.  Two students in the low formal
thought group, Lucy and Marcie, tried this problem.  Neither could correctly balance the
chemical equation.  Marcie employed a guess-and-check method, and did not reach the
correct coefficients:
Interviewer:  Okay.  Let me ask you another question, is this equation balanced?
Marcie:  Oh.  No.
Interviewer:  Okay, would that change your answer?
Marcie:  Yea.  Okay, so we need 2 Fe, 3, 4 oxygen… it’s gonna be a 2 here, carbon will
have 2, that’s 3, 4, 5.  O 1, 2 and 4.  2 here, give this 4, and 2 carbon, and… 5 over
here.
Marcie:  So it seems to be.
Marcie:  It seems to be 5 in here.  I don’t know.
She was aware that her solution was incorrect, but could not correct it.  Lucy could not
simultaneously balance the carbon and oxygen in the equation, a process that requires the
manipulation of two independent variables:
Lucy:  Alright, first you have to balance the equation.  [inaudible]  2 carbons on that side,
two.  Two, three, four so that would be four oxygen, two carbons, two.  Alright, so
two, four, carbon to carbon we have four… maybe it’ll work out.  Two carbon, two
carbon, two oxygens, four oxygens, that’s five though.
Lucy:  I don’t know.  I’m supposed to balance the equation.
Interviewer:  Okay, which part isn’t balanced?
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Lucy:  The carbons.  I mean oxygens.  Because you have four on this side and then five on
this side.
Interviewer:  Okay, which numbers can you change with oxygen?
Lucy:  Which numbers can I change?  What do you mean?
Interviewer:  What can you do to affect the amount of oxygen on each side?
Lucy:  Multiply by two.
Interviewer:  Multiply what by two?
Lucy:  I know when you have a higher number you’re supposed to divide by.
 Both students could do the necessary gram-to-mole and mole-to-mole conversions, and
with a balanced reaction would likely find the correct answer.
In the borderline group, both Sally and Patty were given this problem.  Sally was
not sure about the gram to mole conversion, or where to begin, but was able to balance
the equation.  While there is no direct evidence, her initial attempt placed a 2 in front of
both CO and CO2, and she changed both coefficients to the correct 3, indicating an
iterative approach toward balancing the equation.  This is in contrast to Marcie’s guess-
and-check approach where values for the coefficients were changed independent of each
other and evaluated, a process that is less likely to reach a correct answer.   Patty reached
an incorrect set of coefficients, only balancing the Fe2O3 and Fe and indicated it was
correct.  Like Sally, Patty wasn’t sure of the gram to mole conversion, and neither had the
correct gram to mole conversions in place to solve the problem.
Among the group with the higher formal though scores, Margaret, Gina and
Martha were given this problem.  Both Margaret and Gina had difficulty with the gram to
mole conversions.
Interviewer:  Okay, what’re you thinking?
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Gina:  Always need the chapter for this.  That’s the molar mass, 28.01 grams per mole.
And, I always forget how to do this problem.
Interviewer:  Okay, how do you think you’d start?
Gina:  Well, do they, umm, find out what the molar masses of each compound, element,
are.  Get that.  I know how to find out how many moles, like, are in that, get the
molar mass, divide that by 3.02 is how many moles of them there are.  Then I
forget how you go from there.
Interviewer:  Do you want to go ahead and start, and find out how many moles of Fe2O3
there are?
Gina:  Yea.
Gina:  Okay, you get that, there’s two Fe and three oxygens, so you just times molar mass
of it by the values and you get 159.  Take the 3.02 grams divide it by total which
is 159, you get .019 moles of Fe2O3.
Gina:  How many grams?  I always forget, easy problem but…
Interviewer:  Why do you think it’s easy?
Gina:  Well it’s just one of the simple problems we learn first.  In the beginning of the,
course.
Interviewer:  Do you have any guess on what to do next?
Gina:  No, I’m usually better if I have a guide in front of me.  About what the steps are.
Errors include using the coefficients in calculating molecular weight and multiplying
instead of dividing terms.  Both also had difficulty with balancing the equation.  Margaret
stated her balance equation was incorrect, and that it was the C that was not balanced, but
had no path to proceed.  Gina, like Patty, reached a set of incorrect coefficients and
believed they were correct.  In contrast, Martha in this group solved the problem
correctly, using the same iterative approach as Sally to balance the equation.
The results from the interviews seem to indicate that the low formal thought
students expressly struggle with the balancing equation component.  As mentioned, the
balancing of this equation requires a control for variable acknowledgement, in that the
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coefficient of CO and CO2 must be the same for the equation to be balanced.  For the
most part students with higher formal thought also struggled with balancing the equation,
sometimes in a similar fashion to the low formal thought students.  However, two of the
five students in the borderline and high groups showed evidence of the more robust
iterative approach, manipulating both coefficients in sync, and reaching the balanced
equation.  Also note this was the only approach demonstrated that was successful in
balancing the equation.  The low formal thought students seemed more adept at setting up
the gram to mole conversion part, and this may be a process that can be more readily
learned algorithmically, or by drill.  The wide range of ability with this concept among
the other groups may be part of the reason for the large variability seen among ACS
scores of students with high formal thought (see Figure 4.1).  The balancing reaction
exercise however is more difficult to drill, with guess and check the primary method
demonstrated, though it is often insufficient for more complex chemical reactions.
Gas Molecules Problem
All of the interviewees were given a conceptual question concerning gas
molecules.  In this problem students were asked:
Which sample contains more molecules:  1.00 L of O2 at STP, 1.00 L of air at STP, or
1.00 L of H2 at STP?  Why?
A periodic table and calculator were available and if the student inquired, the average
molecular weight of the species in air was given.  As before students will be discussed in
terms of their formal thought group.
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Among the students in first group, with low TOLT scores, there were a variety of
responses.  Beginning with Marcie:
Interviewer:  Okay, what’s the first thing that came to mind?
Marcie:  I don’t know, I guess, umm, density.  To see which sample contains more
molecules.  It would depend on how dense it was.  Density will tell you grams per
liter.  If you had one gram of O2, that’d be 16, and air, that’s more, cause it’s a
bunch of things, or H2.  I guess it would be air, that’d be my guess.
Interviewer:  Okay, and why?
Marcie:  Because.  It would just have tons of molecules because it’s so, big.
Interviewer:  Just describe to me what you mean by big.
Marcie:  Like.  It’s, there’s just so much space I guess.  And… cause like air contains a
bunch of stuff, so therefore it has the most number, the greatest number of grams per
liter.  It would have a greater density, which means it would have more molecules.
Interviewer:  Okay, you say a bunch of stuff, you mean different gases?
Marcie:  Yea.  Like Nitrogen and Oxygen that stuff.
Her first indication was that the density of the gases is necessary to solve the problem.
Without knowing the gas density, she stated that air would be the most dense, because it
“contains a bunch of stuff”, when asked to clarify, “Nitrogen and Oxygen that stuff”.
Because she believed it had the greater density, she also believed it would have the most
molecules.  Charlie used the ideal gas law for the oxygen sample to solve for the number
of moles, and then the number of molecules.  Upon finding the number of molecules, he
stated “if I do the rest of them the same way, I’m going to get the same number, so I
don’t think I did this right.”  When asked why, he indicated that molecular weight must
play a role in it somewhere.  Despite indications from the ideal gas law, he chose Oxygen
as having the most molecules, with the reason being that “it has air in it and Oxygen and
air.”  In contrast, Lucy initially answered that she “just did this like four hours ago” and
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used the ideal gas law and reached the conclusion that “they all contain the same amount
because they are all at standard pressure.”  When asked to explain her answer, she created
a general rule that all gases at standard temperature and pressure would contain the same
number of molecules.  After a prompt, she added volume as an important factor, and
indicated that gases at standard temperature and pressure with the same volume would all
have the same number of molecules.  When asked to apply this rule to situations of gases
with differing volumes, she correctly deduced that the gas with the largest volume would
have the most molecules.
In the borderline group, Sally began with Oxygen having the most, because it has
the highest molecular weight.  When asked how she could test this idea, she cited an
incorrect form of the ideal gas law: volume, temperature and pressure multiplied together,
and found that they would all be equal in that circumstance.  When asked which is
correct, she went with the latter conception, that they would all be the same.  Patty’s
initial thought was that formula mass would play a role, and that the lighter ones would
have more molecules, because they would take up less space.  The interviewer prompted
her to consider the ideal gas law, but this did not lead to a definitive answer to the
question.
The final group, those with high formal thought scores, had a wide range of
answers.  Margaret, like Marcie, stated air would have the most molecules because it has
H2O in it, a combination of hydrogen and oxygen.  This seems to confuse the terms
molecules with atoms, a previously identified misconception that has been seen at the
college level.[147]  Martha had a similar conception to Marcie as well, indicating that
density was the determining factor and “that they all have one liter that the one that’s the
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heaviest will contain more molecules, and that would be O2.”  Gina had the initial answer
that the three gases would have the same number of molecules.  When asked to explain
why she thought this, she discussed diffusion rates, that Hydrogen would diffuse faster,
and because it would spread out faster it would have more molecules than the other two
within one liter.  Dennis indicated that they would all be the same, because they are all
STP, with his reason for thinking so, because he remembered his instructor discussing it.
He was asked to solve for the number of molecules in one of the samples, but stated that
he could not do it without knowing the density of the gas:
Dennis:  If, see um, if we’re on a [inaudible] talk about Avogadro’s number, we have to
change umm, how much the molecular weight divided by it’s molar mass, it’s
molecular mass and times by Avogadro’s number.  To find out how many molecule
are in the substance.  Right now, it’s telling us STP, so I think it’s same.
Interviewer:  You think what’s the same?
Dennis:  All of them.  They all contain the same molecules.
Interviewer:  And why do you think they are the same?
Dennis:  I remember doing this question in homework.
Interviewer:  If molecule mass is different, and you said that would matter, right?
Dennis:  Yea.  Molecular mass.  I don’t know, if it makes a difference if it’s in STP or
not.  That’s what I’m thinking.
Interviewer:  Well, they are all at STP, so
Dennis:  Yea.
Interviewer:  Does that tell you anything?
Interviewer:  Let me ask you this, could you solve for how many molecules are in one
liter of oxygen?
Dennis:  Yea, I forgot the conversion, liters to grams
Interviewer:  Okay, that’s density,
Dennis:  That’s density
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Interviewer:  But we don’t know that in this problem.
Dennis:  I think that if it’s not the same it would be this one.  Because H2 the weight is
only 1, so if you do the math this one’s 16, this one’s 32, and this one’s about the
same,
Interviewer:  Air is more nitrogen so it’s 29
Dennis:  Okay.  But this is if you do diffusion and you have to use the rate divided by the
molecular weight, the H2 is 2, but the higher you divide by the smaller you get.
Interviewer:  That makes sense, let me ask you about, just wondering, given this
information, 1 liter of oxygen at STP, can you calculate how many molecules are in
that?
Dennis:  You said it had something to do with the density so
Interviewer:  You do mention density, and I believe you can get it from density but not
knowing the density… Is there anyway you can do it without the density?
Dennis:  Isn’t it density to convert it from liters to grams?
Interviewer:  With density, but you don’t know that number.
Dennis:  Can’t think of it off my head.  I don’t think so.
Table 4.6 summarizes the interview responses for quick reference.  Some of the
misconceptions discussed are prevalent throughout the groups.  For example, the idea that
density would determine the number of molecules seems to suggest that since the volume
is the same, the higher the mass determines the number of molecules.  This implies a 1:1
relationship between mass and number of molecules, disregarding the role of molecular
weight in this relationship.  This disregard for an underlying factor may be an indication
of low formal ability, but both Marcie in the low group and Martha in the high group
indicated this misconception.  Similarly that one gas could be a combination of other
gases and would therefore have more was indicated by Marcie, Charlie and Margaret,
also spanning the low and high group.  Reliance on factors that play no role in the
question such as the combination of gases or the rate of diffusion seem to indicate an
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incomplete understanding of the nature of gases but this does not seem to map onto any
specific formal thought trait.
The lack of relationship between formal thought groups and problem solving for
this problem may indicate one of several possibilities.  First, it is possible that the
question does not rely on formal thought ability, since it could be solved by the ideal gas
law and algebraic manipulation.  Lucy, in the low formal thought group was the only
student to rely completely on this fact in constructing her answer.  Similar to the gram-
mole conversions discussed previously, the extent this problem depends on formal
operations could be drilled.  As described Lucy did mention having seen this particular
problem before.
Second it may be possible that the students being interviewed did not have the
necessary background knowledge to solve this problem regardless of their formal thought
ability, though when the interviews were conducted the ideal gas law and properties of
gases had been covered in the course.  In this case students may construct alternative
answers such as the misconceptions previously discussed, or they may mimic another
source.  Note that the two students who settled on the correct answer, Lucy and Dennis,
both mentioned another source as providing the answer.  Concern about students
mimicking facts to answer formal thought questions has been discussed in the literature,
[87, 148, 149] and this may be the case for some students with the formal thought
measure.  In discerning the role of formal thought in applied chemistry questions, in
particular with conceptual questions such as this, it seems difficult, yet imperative, to first
arrive at a clear understanding of the student’s prior chemistry knowledge, as it applies to
this question.
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Table 4.6 – Interview Responses Organized by Formal Thought Group
Group Pseudonym Balancing Mass-to-
mole
Initial Gas
Molecules
Final Gas
Molecules
Lucy
Not balance
carbon and
oxygen at same
time
Correct gram
to mole;
incorrect
coefficient
Use Ideal Gas
Law  all
same
Created rule
relating
volume to
number of
molecules
Marcie
Guess-and
check; did not
solve
Correct gram
to mole;
incorrect
coefficient
Density is
necessary
Air most
molecules,
multiple
components
Low
Formal
thought
Charlie
Ideal Gas Law
 all same;
expressed
doubts
Oxygen most
molecules,
multiple
components
Sally
Correct;
changed CO
and CO2
simultaneously
Incorrect
gram to mole
conversion
Oxygen most
molecules;
highest MW
Incorrect Ideal
Gas Law 
all same
Border-
line
Patty
Incorrect
coefficients,
believed
correct
Incorrect
gram to mole
conversion
Least MW
would have
the most
No change in
response
Margaret
Stated C was
not balanced,
but could not
proceed
Incorrect
gram to mole
conversion
Air most
molecules;
multiple
components
No change in
response
Gina
Incorrect
coefficients,
believed
correct
Incorrect
gram to mole
conversion
All same Hydrogen
most
molecules,
faster
diffusion rate
Martha
Correct;
changed CO
and CO2
simultaneously
Correct gram
to mole and
coefficient
Density is
necessary
Oxygen most
molecules;
highest MW
High
Formal
thought
Dennis
All same;
instructor
mentioned it
Need density
to solve for
number of
molecules
MW = molecular weight Italics = fully correct answer
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A third possibility is that the abstract modeling required in such a problem is
available among all three formal thought groups.  Among the low formal thought group,
the molecular composition of the gases and the density of the gases were perceived to
play a role, each of which require abstract modeling.  Moreover, these perceptions match
the explanations of the high formal thought group.  This may be support for indications in
the literature that students with low formal thought may succeed with conceptual
questions more than traditional algorithmic questions.[134, 135, 150]  Each of the three
possibilities presented are tentative, and would require further investigation to support.
Finally, the inability of this question to distinguish between the formal thought
groups seems to represent an overall poor performance on this question.  As previously
stated, we do not necessarily expect students with high formal thought to succeed in the
course, so that this still seems to correspond to the current beliefs in the class.  In fact, the
high formal thought group’s average on the ACS Exam was 50% correct, just below the
overall average for the entire sample, and the students in this group also showed some
difficulties with the stoichiometry problem.
Implications for Future Research Projects
The findings from the interview did not uniformly agree with the expectation that
a high score on the formal thought measure is necessary to perform the operations needed
to solve chemistry problems.[138]  For example, the low formal thought students actually
had the most success with the mass to mole calculations in the stoichiometry problem, an
operation thought to require proportional reasoning.  This unexpected result can guide
future research projects.  The success of the low formal thought students on the mass to
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mole calculations begs the questions, than what operations require formal thought?
Though matching nicely to proportional reasoning, the mass to mole conversions may be
seen as a starting point in calculation for the general chemistry course, as the interviewee
Gina pointed out, and further calculations become more complex.  Introducing molarity,
for example, adds one step to the calculation.  Limiting reagent and thermodynamic
calculations, which come later in the course, rely on many more steps.  Taking low
formal thought students through a series of more complicated calculations to determine
areas where they struggle would be an important step in further detailing the role formal
thought plays in general chemistry success.  One classification scheme for the complexity
of calculations may be found in Niaz’s work on the role of M-space.  Understanding at
which point the algebraic operations in chemistry require high formal thought scores may
indicate an appropriate target in designing remediation teaching exercises for students
who enter the course with low formal thought scores.
The gas molecules problem offers suggestions for future research into the role of
formal operations in conceptual understanding.  As mentioned, an understanding of the
concepts students bring in prior to approaching the problem will be a necessary condition.
Some possibilities for doing this may be to have students first relate concepts of gases by
drawing chemical species in a gaseous form, similar to Ebenezer’s work with ions in
solution.[151]  Delineating these responses on formal thought ability may provide more
evidence of the role of formal thought in conceptual understanding.  Another avenue for
approaching this problem would be to consider alternative chemical concepts, as the
property of gases investigated here faced consistent misconceptions even with the
students who scored high on the formal thought measure.  A final option may be
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providing students with physical samples of gaseous substances that can be manipulated,
with a series of tasks.  The results from manipulating the materials may help students
resolve the cognitive dissonance between the ideal gas law expectations and their existing
conceptions.  Students of differing formal abilities may explore this cognitive dissonance
in alternative ways.  To the extent this is successful, the use of real world manipulative
may also prove a useful tactic as a remediation teaching exercise.
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V:  PLGI Impact on Formal Thought Groups
As previously shown, students who score low on a formal thought measure have a
tendency to perform poorly in the course, as determined by performance on an external
exam.  This is believed to be an indication that poor performance on a formal thought
measure is an indication of low formal thought ability, and this low ability represents a
hindrance to success in the course.  Furthermore, this group of students shows a
noteworthy departure from those who exhibit low scores on a general achievement
measure, SAT sub-scores, indicating that formal thought may be describing a specific set
of traits that map onto chemistry performance and these traits are independent of the
more general questions and application required in the SAT test.
Because of this trend, efforts made to improve chemistry teaching should
explicitly consider the effects of the reform on students with low formal thought ability.
Improving the performance of this group of students would have several beneficial
implications.  First, making chemistry accessible to this group is consistent with
educational goals of providing opportunities for all students and as a result reduce the
attrition and failure rates currently seen in the course.  Second, any improvements
witnessed would suggest a means for improving formal thought ability across multiple
settings.  The reform could be studied, as a follow-up, for the means by which it offers
this improvement.  When this is well understood, the specific traits could be used in other
college classrooms or even in the middle and high school curriculums where efforts are
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currently made to improve formal thought development.  Finally, improving the
performance of low formal thought students in a general chemistry course may offer a
specific mechanism for improving the diversity of those who continue in the science or
science-related professions.  Demographic information obtained from the registrar for a
limited portion (N = 3258 students) of the sample described in the previous chapter
suggests that students with low formal thought ability in the sample disproportionately
occurs with female students and under-represented minorities, as described in Figures 5.1
and 5.2.
Figure 5.1 – Female:Male Dependence on TOLT Scores
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In Figure 5.1, by plotting the ratio of female to male students for each TOLT scores, there
is evidence that students with low TOLT scores are disproportionately female.   In
particular of TOLT scores of 5 or less, where female students are in a 2:1 or greater ratio
compared to male students.  Overall for the sample a 1.64:1 ratio of female to male
students is expected, so that assisting students with low TOLT scores may also improve
the retention and course performance of female students in the sample.
Figure 5.2 – Minority:Non-minority Dependence on TOLT
In Figure 5.2, minority refers to the races that have traditionally been classified as under-
represented in the sciences by the National Science Foundation, that is African-American
and Hispanic students.[152]  Non-minority refers to the Asian and White students in the
sample.  Overall the ratio of minority to non-minority is 0.35:1 in the sample.  However,
for students with TOLT scores of 4 or less, this ratio is consistently over 0.6:1 and despite
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the overall ratio, for very low TOLT scores minority students out-number the non-
minority students.  In a similar fashion, differences are found between the minority and
non-minority students in areas like high school chemistry background, where 31.0% of
minority students reported less than one full year of high school chemistry compared to
24.7% of their non-minority counterparts.  However assistance for students with low-
formal thought in the chemistry curriculum would very likely improve the diversity of
those who successfully complete the course and works toward the National Science
Education Standards overall objective of “Science for everyone.”[7]  In particular as
research has found that formal thought plays a role in student success in science content
knowledge even after controlling for English language proficiency.[153]
Steps to improve the performance of students with low formal thought ability may
borrow from a large amount of prior research.  Some of this research has been discussed
previously, for example Lawson and Renner suggests essentially a discrepant event
model on certain formal operations and found some benefit.[92]  Other suggestions
include making abstract concepts more concrete and therefore more accessible to these
students, but in the course described this can be exceedingly difficult with some concepts
and near impossible with others (e.g. kinetic molecular theory, molecular orbital theory).
The PLGI reform, as previously discussed, borrows on a variant of cognitive
development first proposed by Vygotsky, termed the Zone of Proximal Development.
Vygotsky believed that a person’s formal thought ability may be at a certain point, but the
person’s formal thought potential was some place immediately beyond their current
ability.[13]  Teaching to this potential, he suggested, was the best way to promote formal
thought development.  It has been argued that traditional course instructors, such as
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college professors, may be too far removed from their students to teach at this potential,
however peer students may be more apt to do so.  In this framework, the students
working in cooperative learning groups in the PLGI reform may be privy to teaching at
this potential and subsequently benefit.  Additionally the use of peer leaders may also
contribute to this phenomenon.  The intent of this study, then is to investigate if PLGI
assists students with low formal thought, and if so to what extent.
Hierarchical Linear Model Construction with Formal Thought Measure
To determine the effects of PLGI on low formal thought students, an HLM
analysis was conducted in a similar manner as described in Chapter 3, while
incorporating the formal thought measure introduced in Chapter 4.  The initial equation
for the Level 1 model is:
€ 
Yij = β0 j + β1 jVSAT + β2 jMSAT + β3 jTOLT4 + rij (1)
where Yij is an outcome measure for student i in classroom j, VSAT is a student’s verbal
SAT score, MSAT is a student’s math SAT score, TOLT4 is a dichotomous variable
where students scoring above 4 on the TOLT are given a 1 and equal to or less then 4 are
coded 0.  rij is an error term to describe the unique effect of each student.  For the Level 2
model:
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€ 
β0 j = γ 00 + γ 01SATavg+ γ 02TOLT4avg+ γ 03PLGI + u0 j
β1 j = γ10 + γ11SATavg + γ12TOLT4avg + γ13PLGI + u1 j
β2 j = γ 20 + γ 21SATavg+ γ 22TOLT4avg+ γ 23PLGI + u2 j
β3 j = γ 30 + γ 31SATavg+ γ 32TOLT4avg+ γ 33PLGI + u3 j
(2)
that describes the classroom effects on performance.  In this Level 2 model three
variables characterize the classroom: SATavg is a class’s average SAT score, TOLT4avg
is a class’s average score on the TOLT4 variable, and PLGI is a dichotomous variable
describing if a class experienced PLGI (PLGI = 1) or did not (PLGI = 0).
Results and Discussions
Initial run of this model using the ACS exam as the outcome variable, suggested
that SATavg and TOLT4avg, the classroom variables, do not have a significant relation
to the outcome variable.  The lack of relation with SATavg is in contrast to the ACS
Exam model from Chapter 3, where SATavg had a significant relation to both the
intercept coefficient and the Math SAT slope coefficient.  This discrepancy is likely a
result of the class level TOLT4avg variable overlapping with the SATavg variable to
reduce the effect witnessed.  It is also possible that the student level TOLT variable is
responsible for the overlap, but unlikely given the dichotomous nature of this variable.
Removing the class level variables SATavg and TOLT4avg and re-running the model
produced the results listed in Tables 5.1 through 5.4.
Table 5.1 - Estimating the Intercept Coefficient (β0j)
Symbol Description Estimate Std. error Sig.
γ00 Intercept 20.0805 0.4577 <0.001
γ02 PLGI 2.7104 1.2021 0.042
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Table 5.2 – Estimating the Slope Coefficient (β1j) Relating Student Verbal SAT to
ACS Exam
Symbol Description Estimate Std. error Sig.
γ10 Intercept 0.01590 0.1835 n.s.
γ12 PLGI 0.008001 0.4103 n.s.
n.s. = non significant (p > 0.050)
Table 5.3 – Estimating the Slope Coefficient (β2j) Relating Student Math SAT to
ACS Exam
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ20 Intercept 0.03347 0.1835 n.s.
γ22 PLGI 0.005317 0.4104 n.s.
n.s. = non significant (p > 0.050)
Table 5.4 – Estimating the Slope Coefficient (β3j) Relating Student TOLT to ACS
Exam
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ20 Intercept 1.9082 0.4958 <0.001
γ22 PLGI -2.0916 1.2855 n.s.
n.s. = non significant (p > 0.050)
Beginning with the significant parameters, the intercept of 20.0805 indicates the
average number of correct responses for a student who is not in PLGI, has both SAT sub-
scores equal to the class average, and a TOLT score of less than 4.  The coefficient γ02
indicates the effect of PLGI on this particular scenario, where an increase of 2.7104
questions correct is similar to the improvement witnessed in Chapter 3.   Also significant
is the coefficient γ20 which indicates that , comparing students of above 4 on the formal
thought measure to those at 4 or below there is a1.9082 difference in the outcome
measure.   Finally, there are a couple other things to note about the model.  First, the
coefficient γ20 indicates that PLGI effectively removes the difference in TOLT scores, or
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that in PLGI there is no difference between the two TOLT groups.  However, this value is
not significant and could be attributed to chance.  This will be discussed in further detail
in a subsequent section.  Second, note that the intercept for the Math and Verbal SAT
scores is non-significant.  This is the first instance where the SAT sub-scores do not
relate to the ACS Exam, regardless of what may be controlled for.  This may be a result
of lack of statistical power to detect these effects (discussed later) or the possibility that
the PLGI variable’s inclusion maps closely to SAT sub-scores and thus disguises the
impact of SAT sub-scores.  To pursue the latter possibility, the model was re-run with the
PLGI variable dropped from the SAT sub-scores.  The results are present in Table 5.5
through 5.8:
Table 5.5 - Estimating the Intercept Coefficient (β0j)
Symbol Description Estimate Std. error Sig.
γ00 Intercept 20.0831 0.4354 <0.001
γ02 PLGI 2.5547 1.1463 0.044
Table 5.6 – Estimating the Slope Coefficient (β1j) Relating Student Verbal SAT to
ACS Exam
Symbol Description Estimate Std. error Sig.
γ10 Intercept 0.01781 0.005479 0.001
Table 5.7 – Estimating the Slope Coefficient (β2j) Relating Student Math SAT to
ACS Exam
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ20 Intercept 0.03415 0.005412 <0.001
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Table 5.8 – Estimating the Slope Coefficient (β3j) Relating Student TOLT to ACS
Exam
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ20 Intercept 1.9036 0.4789 <0.001
γ22 PLGI -2.3832 1.2374 0.054
With the removal of the PLGI variables, the estimate of the coefficients remains
relatively stable, but the standard error for the SAT sub-score intercepts is markedly
reduced.  This change supports the possibility that the PLGI variable may hide the impact
of the SAT sub-scores, and the results of this model seem to better correspond with the
models formed in Chapter 3, which showed a strong relation between SAT sub-scores
and the ACS Exam.
The effect of PLGI on TOLT is the primary focus of this study, to determine if
PLGI assists students with low formal thought.  While the model suggests that it does,
and in fact eliminates the gap between the two groups, it also suggests that this can be
attributed to chance.  Underlying this is the large standard error associated with this term.
This large standard error is a function of the degrees of freedom associated with the term.
The initial recommendation is the need for a larger sample size.  In this sample there
were 45 students in the PLGI reform that had a low TOLT score, and of those 45
students, 34 students took the ACS Exam.  This small number is a likely cause for the
large standard error term.  However there are a series of other factors inherent in HLM
which may also affect these results:
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Additional Considerations in Hierarchical Linear Models
Dichotomization Point
Based on the findings from the previous chapter, the decision was made to
dichotomize TOLT in this analysis.  This decision certainly impacts the findings
presented.  However, given the large variability in chemistry performance at the high-end
of the TOLT score, some dichotomization of the variable is necessary.  However, as
noted in the previous chapter, different points at which to dichotomize could be justified.
To examine the effect of this decision on this model, the above model was run with
varying points of dichotomization and the results are presented in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9 – The Effect of Dichotomization on the TOLT Main Effect and Interaction
Dichotomization
point
Sample Size
Non-PLGI, PLGI
Main effect of
TOLT
Interaction of
TOLT*PLGI
2 or less 82, 14 0.2705 -1.1461
3 or less 136, 24 1.2558* -3.9845*
4 or less 220, 34 1.9036* -2.3832
5 or less 316, 47 1.6654* -1.4448
* Effect is significant at p < 0.05
From Table 5.9, there is a consistent trend of a positive main effect of TOLT,
representing students with high TOLT scores perform better, regardless of the
dichotomization point, though when the dichotomization is 2 or less, the effect becomes
negligible.  Also from Table 5.9, the effect of the PLGI reform on the TOLT difference is
consistently negative, indicating the reform is moderating the difference based on TOLT.
Note for the dichotomization point of 3 or less, the interaction term is much larger
then the TOLT difference.  This does not mean that the reform hindered students with
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high TOLT scores, for this model the reform main effect (listed as γ02 in the above model)
is 4.1127.  Students with high TOLT, when experiencing the reform, perform 0.1282
more questions correct (4.1127 – 3.9845) than students with high TOLT that do not
experience the reform.  Students with low TOLT, though, are expected to score 4.1127
more questions correct than low TOLT students without the reform.  This difference is
compared to the 2.5547 difference when the dichotomization is at 4 or above listed in
Table 4.5.  By considering alternative dichotomization points, the interpretation of the
fixed effects seems constant, but there still is not compelling evidence to indicate the
PLGI*TOLT interaction term cannot be attributed to chance.
Degrees of Freedom Method
The PROC MIXED procedure in SAS uses a specialized algorithm to solve for
the degrees of freedom for each coefficient.  The degrees of freedom estimate is
combined with the standard error and estimate of the value in order to determine if the
effect is statistically significant.  SAS offers the following methods: contain, residual,
between-within, Kenward-Roger and Satterthwaite.  Per Singer’s suggestion, the
between-within method was used throughout all the models presented.[71]
Running the model presented above with each of the alternative degrees of
freedom methods shows that the contain and residual methods are more liberal than the
between-within method used, in that the likelihood the effect can be attributed to chance
(by convention, the p-value) is reduced by these methods, to the point where the
PLGI*TOLT interaction effect approaches the 0.05 convention used.  Conversely, the
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Kenward-Roger and Satterthwaite provides more conservative results, the likelihood the
effects can be attributed to chance is increased.
Iteration Method
Hierarchical linear models are often solved using an iteration method to estimate
the coefficients and the underlying covariance structure.  In SAS Proc Mixed the two
iteration methods available are Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) and Maximum
Likelihood (ML).  For the data presented here, neither iteration method provided
convergence on the result.  Per the recommendation of the SAS user manual, [76] the
Minimum Variance Quadratic Unbiased Estimate (MIVQUE0) was used instead, given
that the sample size was large and the alternatives failed to converge.  The choice of
iterative method could affect the resulting estimates and standard errors.  And as
convergence methods improve, the two iterative approaches may provide estimates with
reduced standard error associated with them, improving the power of the significance
tests associated with them.
Random Effects
In HLM variables must be specified as random or fixed.  Typically, the variables
in every level but the last level may be considered random.  The decision is based on
whether the effect of this variable on the outcome could be expected to vary from one
group to another.  So, for the instance of Math SAT, would the role of Math SAT on the
ACS Exam differ if a student were in a PLGI section or not?  If so, then Math SAT
should be considered a random effect, if not, Math SAT should be a fixed effect.  This is
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a decision to be made on a theoretical basis.  In this model Math SAT, Verbal SAT and
TOLT4 were all set as random effects, since the focus was on PLGI’s effects on equity
regarding these variables.   However, since PLGI failed to relate to either SAT sub-score,
this may be an argument for making the SAT sub-scores listed as fixed effects.  The
decision to keep or remove these variables as random effects would effect the estimates
and the standard errors reported.
Power
Finding a p-value that fails to indicate significance, in this case values greater
than 0.05 and designated n.s., can indicate one of two possibilities.  Either there is no
relation between the variable considered and the outcome measure, or there is insufficient
evidence to demonstrate this relationship to the extent where it cannot be attributed to
chance.  With the results presented this is an important distinction, either the non-
significant PLGI * TOLT interaction indicates that PLGI has no effect on equity as it
relates to TOLT, or there is an insufficient sample size to demonstrate the effect of the
PLGI * TOLT interaction.  As an interaction term, the power for finding a significant
fixed effect can be markedly reduced from the main effects in the same model.[84]
Furthermore, this term is more dependent on the level 2 sample size than the level 1
sample size, such that increasing the number of classrooms in the study would provide
the most benefit in improving power.
All of the above considerations play a role in the HLM model described and the
subsequent interpretation of the results.  While an effort has been made to follow
authoritative recommendations, this also contrasts with the relative newness of such
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models, meaning that little may be known about some decisions in certain scenarios.
Additionally, the considerations described above interact with each other.  For example,
reducing the number of random effects in a model, generally improve the ability of
REML and ML to converge which would make these options available.  Similarly, the
degrees of freedom method may impact convergence.  As research into HLM progresses,
many of these issues should become clear, but for now it looks promising that the PLGI
reform may reduce the achievement gap between low-TOLT and high-TOLT students
within this sample.
Time-Series Model with Formal Thought Measure
To further consider the impact of the reform on the TOLT differential, a time-
series model was developed in a matter similar to the time-series model introduced in
Chapter 3.  The changes are the addition of the TOLT4 dichotomous variable (1 = TOLT
score above 4, 0 = TOLT score of 4 or less), and the addition of TOLT4AVG to the class
level variable.  The TOLT4avg is the percent of the class that scored high on the TOLT4
measure.  All other variables are identical to the Chapter 4 model, including the centering
procedure for SAT sub-scores.
Level 1 – Within Student
€ 
Pijk = π 0 jk + π1 jkTime + eijk (3)
Level 2 – Between Student
€ 
π 0 jk = β00k + β01kMSAT + β02kVSAT + β03kTOLT4 + r0 jk
π1 jk = β10k + β11kMSAT + β12kVSAT + β13kTOLT4 + r1 jk
(4)
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Level 3 – Between Class
€ 
β00k = γ 000 + γ 001SATavg+ γ 002REFORM + γ 003TOLT4AVG + u00k
β01k = γ 010 + γ 011SATavg+ γ 012REFORM + γ 013TOLT4AVG + u01k
β02k = γ 020 + γ 021SATavg+ γ 022REFORM + γ 023TOLT4AVG + u02k
β03k = γ 030 + γ 031SATavg+ γ 032REFORM + γ 033TOLT4AVG + u03k
β10k = γ100 + γ101SATavg+ γ102REFORM + γ103TOLT4AVG + u10k
β11k = γ110 + γ111SATavg+ γ112REFORM + γ113TOLT4AVG + u11k
β12k = γ120 + γ121SATavg+ γ122REFORM + γ123TOLT4AVG + u12k
β13k = γ130 + γ131SATavg+ γ132REFORM + γ133TOLT4AVG + u13k
(5)
None of the between class variables impacted the effect of SAT sub-scores (β01k, β02k,
β11k, β12k) significantly so these variables were considered fixed effects, where the effect
of the SAT sub-scores does not depend on the classroom conditions.  The between class
variables SATavg and TOLT4avg also did not enter the model appreciably, and these
were removed to create a more parsimonious model.  The results from the simplified
model are presented in Tables 5.10 through 5.11:
Table 5.10 – Estimating the Intercept Coefficient (π0jk)
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ000 Intercept 58.5281 1.1831 <0.001
γ002 PLGI -1.9551 2.8588 n.s.
β01k Math SAT 0.08370 0.007001 <0.001
β02k Verbal SAT 0.01862 0.006596 0.005
γ030 TOLT4 1.1346 1.3702 n.s.
γ032 PLGI*TOLT4 0.72563 3.1244 n.s.
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Table 5.11 – Estimating the Slope Coefficient (π1jk)
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ100 Intercept -3.6189 0.8172 <0.001
γ102 PLGI 2.7730 2.0134 n.s.
β11k Math SAT -0.00605 0.004490 n.s.
β12k Verbal SAT 0.000237 0.004221 n.s.
γ130 TOLT4 1.0652 0.9265 n.s.
γ132 PLGI*TOLT4 -1.5916 2.1635 n.s.
Table 5.10 indicates the effect of each variable on Test 1, or the starting point in the
semester.  As in the previous time-series model, students’ SAT sub-scores have a
significant impact on Test 1 scores and the reform has no evidence of a significant impact
on Test 1 performance.  The TOLT4 estimate of 1.1346 is the difference between high
TOLT and low TOLT students on the Test 1 score (in percent correct), after controlling
for SAT sub-scores, and this difference can be attributed to chance.
Table 5.11 reflects the changes in course performance over time, and as can be
seen in the last column, none of the variables have sufficient evidence to claim statistical
significance.   However, by comparison with Table 3.10, the estimate of the PLGI reform
for example is larger, but the standard error has increased to the point that the estimated
value could also be attributed to chance.  While not significant, indicating that the effects
may be attribute to chance or a lack of statistical power, interpretation of the estimates
indicate that in general students score decrease as the semester progresses by the negative
intercept, and that this decline is moderated by the PLGI reform.  Furthermore, students
with high TOLT would experience less of a decline in general.  The PLGI reform, like
with the ACS exam model, moderates the difference between high TOLT and low TOLT
students as well.  Consider a student in the reform with high TOLT would expect a
decline of 1.3723 for each progressive test (-3.6189 + 2.7730 + 1.0652 – 1.5916 = -
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1.3723.  And a student with low TOLT in the reform would expect a decline of 0.8459
with each progressive test (-3.6189 + 2.7730 = -0.8459).  Thus students with low TOLT
would decline less with the reform than a student with high TOLT in the reform.
Compare this to students without the reform.  In general, a student with high
TOLT in the reform would be expected to have a decline of 2.5537 with each progressive
test (-3.6189 + 1.0652 = -2.5537).  And a student with low TOLT without the reform
would be feature a decline of 3.6189 throughout the semester, thus declining at a rate
steeper than the high TOLT students.  Again, while indications that the reform moderates
the gap between students with low TOLT and high TOLT, the lack of statistical
significance means one must also consider that these differences could be attributed to
chance.  And while this aspect of the reform seems promising, future investigation will be
needed to support or disprove this interpretation.
Conclusions
Both models indicate that the PLGI reform may moderate the impact of formal
thought on achievement in chemistry, which is promising, especially considering the role
assisting low formal thought students would have on the diversity in science.  However,
the results found here are tentative, as both effects witnessed cannot be reasonably
distinguished from a chance occurrence.  Continued investigation would improve the
power of the statistical tests and allow a more substantial determination on the effect of
the reform on low formal thought students.  Additionally, ongoing research in the nature
of HLM models in this applied setting may provide insight to guide future research
design, and the ensuing statistical analysis and interpretation.
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VI.  Study Approaches in College Chemistry
Previous chapters have indicated the effectiveness of the PLGI reform and offer
several learning theories which may explain the improvement.  This chapter begins the
examination of the possibility that the reform promotes more effective study approaches
among the students.  Study approaches may be affected by the classroom environment
and are thought to impact students’ academic performance.[154, 155]  In this chapter, the
study approaches that arise from the traditional lecture-only (non-reform) sections are
investigated, and related to course performance.  This may serve as a baseline for future
studies that investigate the study approaches students employ in the PLGI reform.  The
chapter closes by investigating preliminary data on the study approaches used in the
PLGI reform setting.
The study approaches model employed was originally developed from
psychology and cognitive science was used to understand the processes students employ
in a chemistry classroom, and how these processes relate to chemistry
understanding.[156]  This model provides the basis for a classification scheme of study
processes that students employ in chemistry, making it possible to describe the
approaches, the frequency of the approaches, and their usefulness in chemistry
understanding.
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Study Approach Theory and Past Work
This study employs Biggs’ Presage-Process-Product (3P) model of study
approaches.[157]  In this model presage refers to factors that exist prior to the course and
include student factors and teaching context. Student factors describe qualities that
individual students bring to the course, such as prior knowledge and abilities, but this
could also reasonably include psychological and social traits.  Teaching context describes
the classroom environment, including the teaching procedures, classroom climate, course
objectives and assessment practices.  Process describes the study approaches students
employ in the course to learn the prescribed material.  Product refers to the learning
outcomes or the set of facts and skills that students obtain as a result of the classroom
experience.  In this model, the presage, process and product constructs all interact, each
affecting each other and ultimately decide the study approach or ‘process’ a student
employs in a course.  Biggs stresses that both the presage and product constructs change
between, and even within, courses and as a result one should expect the study approach
assigned to students to be only a temporary description of students’ current activities and
not a stable description of the student.  In this framework, an exploration of the study
approaches students employ describes primarily the kinds of study approaches the
classroom learning environment promotes.
As a result of this model, Biggs describes three approaches students can employ
toward a learning task.  First, the surface approach is characterized as an emphasis on
memorization and reproducing, sometimes called rote learning.  In contrast, a deep
approach describes an intrinsic interest in the topics covered, as well as in their
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underlying constructs.  As opposed to the memorizing/reproducing nature of the surface
approach, a deep approach will attempt to inter-relate new information with previously
learned material.  While the first two approaches, surface and deep, have been seen as
opposing approaches, the third approach, achieving, is complimentary to either of the
first two.[156]  The achieving approach describes the desire to earn high grades,
regardless of the interest in the material.  Because the achieving approach is
complementary to the surface and deep approaches, it can be combined with the previous
two approaches to create a surface achieving or deep achieving approach.  Depending on
the desired outcomes for a course, any of these approaches could be considered
productive.  But given the recent emphasis in the research literature on conceptual
understanding in chemistry, there seems to be a desire among chemical education
researchers to create a classroom environment that encourages the deep approach to
studying.  A deep approach to learning, and its emphasis on relating new material to past
material and experience, may be expected to promote conceptual understanding in
chemistry and it’s focus on the relation between chemical concepts.  Conversely, the
surface approach’s emphasis on rote memorization may promote algorithmic learning,
which describes a set of procedures that can be memorized.[150, 158]
Research studies have supported the contention that study approaches are
dependent on the contexts discussed.  Trigwell & Sleet, [159] with a small sample of first
year university chemistry students, showed that different assessment techniques tended to
reward different study approaches.  In particular, they reached the tentative conclusions
that open-ended questions tended to encourage the deep approach and that the achieving
approach tended to score higher on traditional closed-ended assessment.  The authors
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postulate that students’ employing the achieving approach tend to succeed on
assessments they are familiar with, like the traditional closed-ended assessment.  Another
study with university-level students found that the teachers’ approach to teaching
impacted the students study approach, with transmission style teaching promoting a
surface approach and more student-oriented approaches promoting the deep
approach.[160]
Given the role of contextual factors in student study approaches, this study aims
to describe the variety of study approaches employed by students in a first year general
chemistry setting.  Developing such an understanding may explain student performance
as a result of the classroom setting to be described, and offer alternatives that may
improve student study approaches and ultimately student understanding in chemistry.
The next aim of this study is to relate the study approaches employed to course retention
and a measure of chemistry knowledge at the end of the course.  Understanding this
relation can provide future recommendations for which study approaches are successful
and should be encouraged within this setting.  Finally, given the hypothetical ideal that
students’ study approach describes how they organize their understanding, this study will
investigate if study approaches relate to differences in algorithmic versus conceptual
understanding.  Past research has indicated a strong tendency for chemistry students to
perform better on algorithmic questions than conceptual questions.[134, 135]  One
suggested reason for this difference is the nature of traditional teaching and assessment
methods do not promote conceptual understanding.[158]  Student study approach may
provide a more specific mechanism for this difference.  For example, hypothesizing that
students employing a deep approach, where an effort is made to relate concepts to prior
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understanding, should perform higher on conceptual problems but not necessarily
algorithmic problems.  If this holds true, then efforts to promote the deep approach in the
setting may alleviate the discrepancy in conceptual understanding that is evident.
Setting:  The Teaching Context
As mentioned, the presage part of the model includes teaching context and effects
the process part or the study approaches students employ.  The primary teaching context
for the General Chemistry class is a lecture hall that seats 206 students, with stadium-
typed fixed seats that are directed toward the front of the room.  During the class time the
instructor relies primarily on lecture, with occasional demonstrations or student activities
such as discussing a topic with the adjacent students.  The reliance on lecture corresponds
with a transmission type teaching approach, which is thought to promote the surface
approach to studying.[160]  Approximately 75% of student grades are determined by five
tests (including a final exam) all of which are multiple-choice and timed.  The first four
tests are created by a panel of instructors, the final exam is the ACS Special Exam meant
to combine conceptual and algorithmic question.[72]  Each test is multiple choice and
given in the normal testing environment described in Chapter 2.  The remainder of
student grades is determined by online homework and in-class assignments.  Students are
advised to perform the online homework independently, for their maximum benefit, but it
is likely evident to the students that there is no check on whether they work in groups as
no online homework problems require free responses.  Free on-campus tutoring is
available to students during most weekday hours.
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Research Methods
Student study approaches were measured by the Study Process Questionnaire
(SPQ) survey developed by Biggs.  The questionnaire was administered in class
immediately following the first test but before the drop date, the last day where students
can drop the course without penalty.  This was done so that students would have an
opportunity to become familiar with the study approaches they employ in the course, but
prior to the time when students who were struggling with the course would typically
leave.  A small amount of points was offered for completing the survey and multiple
make-up opportunities were offered for students who were not in class the day of the
survey.  This was done in seven classes over two semesters, resulting in surveys from
1057 students.  Of those, 136 surveys (12.9%) were incomplete.  Since the missing
responses tended toward the end of the survey and by those who took the survey in class,
the amount of time allotted for the survey in class is the most likely explanation for the
missing data.  To determine if those students who completed the survey were different
from the rest of the sample, a comparison between groups on the average score on the
ACS Exam was run as shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 – Survey Completion Comparison
N Average score St. Dev.
Completed survey 761 52.07% 18.94%
Took survey, not completed 106 53.18% 16.91%
Did not take survey 261 51.21% 16.52%
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The two one-sided t-tests constructed for an 80% confidence interval show that the
completed survey group is within plus or minus 0.2 standard deviations from those not
completing the survey and those who did not take the survey.[74]
The survey consists of 42 items which the respondent rates on a 1-5 Likert style
scale.  Fourteen items correspond to each of the three approaches.  Traditionally
researchers add up the score on the fourteen items to assign three approach scores for a
student and uses these approach scores in correlations or factor analysis.[159]  This
approach leads to some undesirable cases for interpretation.  Consider a sample where the
average score for each approach is 40 points, and within the sample one student has a
surface approach score of 65, a deep score of 50 and an achieving score of 50.  This
student would be considered above average on all three approaches if a correlation or
factor analysis were run on the data set, even though the approach scores indicate this
student leans more toward the surface designation.  To avoid this misinterpretation a
transformation of scores will be employed, whereby first an average approach score is
calculated for each student.  For the example given, the average approach score would be
55.  Then the student’s approach score is found by subtracting the original approach score
from the average score.  The student in the example would then have a surface score of
10, a deep score of -5 and an achieving score of -5, indicating the students is likely to
employ the surface approach.  The transformation accounts for student’s tendency to rate
‘all items highly’ or ‘all items low’ by looking at approach scores only in the context of
how other items were rated.
The transformed approach scores were screened for outliers by looking for
approach scores over 3 standard deviations from the mean.  Twelve of the 921 students
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had outlier scores and were removed from the analysis; the data analysis presented
focuses on the remaining 909 students.  The survey had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.87 for
the 42 items.
The other instrument used in this study is the aforementioned ACS exam.[72]
This exam was constructed by the American Chemical Society and is meant to measure
both conceptual and algorithmic understanding.  The exam has 40 multiple choice
questions, with 19 algorithmic questions and 21 conceptual questions.  Internal
consistency is demonstrated by a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.82 for this sample, and
convergent validity was shown by moderate correlations with the set of instructor-created
tests.
Results and Discussions
The first research goal was to identify the types of study approaches students
employ in the general chemistry setting described.  Initial examination began with
descriptive statistics of the transformed approach scores as presented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 – Study Approach Descriptive Statistics
Surface Deep Achieving
Mean 3.178 -4.316 1.138
Std. Dev. 5.64 5.68 3.99
Skewness -0.066 0.090 -0.170
Kurtosis -0.182 0.128 -0.041
As the average scores indicate, the students in the sample have a tendency toward the
surface approach, and away from the deep approach.  The normality measures indicate a
close to normal distribution for each of the approach scores.  Combined, these facts
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suggest that the majority of students in the sample chose the surface approach to describe
their study approach.  In a similar fashion, the majority of students also chose the
achieving approach, which can be combined with either the surface or deep approach.  To
determine if the students with the achieving approach tended to use the deep or surface
approach, correlations were run among the 3 constructs with results shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 – Correlations between the Approach Scores
Surface Deep Achieving
Surface –––––
Deep -0.751* –––––
Achieving -0.344* -0.361* –––––
* correlation significant at p < 0.05
From Table 6.3, there is a strong negative correlation between the surface and deep
approach, as expected from the theory.  Also, there is a moderate negative correlation
between the achieving approach and both the surface and deep approaches.  This suggests
that students in the sample tended to score the achieving approach highly primarily in
occasions where neither the surface nor deep approach was scored strongly.  As students
score either the deep or surface approach strongly, the achieving approach score tends not
to be as strong.  Examination of scatter-plots, see Figures 6.1 and 6.2, support this
interpretation.  However, still unknown is the number of students who employ each
approach within the sample.
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Figure 6.1 - Relation between Achieve Score and Surface Score
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Figure 6.2 - Relation between Achieve Score and Deep Score
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To determine the number of students who employ each approach, a cluster
analysis on the three approach scores for the entire sample was performed.  Cluster
analysis is an algorithmic classification scheme that calculates cluster centers in a manner
to produce the smallest distance between each data point and the closest cluster center.
The algorithmic approach used was Ward’s method, with squared Euclidean distance as
the measure to cluster center, both decisions were oriented toward producing the most
independent groups with minimal over-lap between groups.[161]  The remaining
parameter to specify is the number of cluster centers; this must be specified prior to the
analysis.  The number of clusters can be made based on theory or empirical results.  In
terms of theory, Biggs suggest six study approaches, each of the three approaches
independently, a combination of achieving with the surface or deep approach, and a
group with a low achieving orientation.  However, these suggestions were designed for
extreme cases to guide counseling or intervention decisions.[154]  Because this
suggestion is not suitable for the task at hand, the number of clusters in the sample was
evaluated empirically.
To do this, a cluster analysis was run for each number of clusters from two
through eight by increments of one.  The cluster analysis with eight clusters created eight
distinct groups and assigned each person in the sample to one of the eight groups.  For
each group, the average approach scores were calculated to provide a description for each
group.  If group 1 had a high surface approach and low deep and achieving approaches,
then this group was described as students who employ the surface approach.  This
description was done for each group provided in the analysis.  Evaluation began with the
cluster analysis that produced 8 groups, looking for indications of a duplicate group, for
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example, two groups that each employed primarily a deep achieving approach.  Where
duplicate groups were found, the analysis that produced 7 groups was examined, and so
on.  One additional caveat used was to take notice of which group was deleted when the
number of groups was reduced, to ensure a unique group was not being combined with
other groups as the number of groups was reduced.  This approach recommended 5
groups within the setting, which are described in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 – Group Descriptions
Surface Deep Achieving Description
Group 1 6.0192 -3.1073 -2.9119 Surface
Group 2 -0.0817 3.2733 -3.1917 Deep
Group 3 9.0026 -10.6954 1.6928 Surface Achieving
Group 4 0.8961 -5.4632 4.5671 Achieving
Group 5 -4.3848 1.877 2.5078 Deep Achieving
Finding the number of students who employ each approach will detail the prevalence of
each study approach within the sample, as presented in Table 6.4.  To determine the
extent the groups are distinguishable from each other, a predictive discriminant function
analysis was run on the three study approach scores.  Predictive discriminant function
analysis creates a linear function that employs the three approach scores, and then uses
this linear function to determine if the groups are distinguishable along this function.  In
doing so, a qualitative description of how distinct (mutually exclusive) the groups are.
This approach found 89.1% agreement with the classification suggested with the cluster
analysis method.
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Table 6.5 – Student Retention Based on Study Approach
Approach Initial Sample
N (%)
Finished Course
N (%)
Percent of group
finished course
Surface 174 (19%) 138 (18%) 79.3%
Deep 100 (11%) 73 (9.7%) 73.0%
Surface Achieving 255 (28%) 207 (27%) 81.2%
Achieving 231 (25%) 204 (27%) 88.3%
Deep Achieving 149 (16%) 131 (17%) 87.9%
Total 909 753 82.8%
The distribution of students among the groups seem to indicate that the surface
achieving and achieving groups are the most populated, and either group with the deep
construct is less populated.  Among the sample who completed the survey, 27% belonged
to one of the two deep approach groups, compared to 47% belonging to one of the two
surface approach groups.  The remaining 26% belongs to the achieving group, who do
not have a strong surface or deep approach in this setting, but do work toward
maximizing grades, representative of the interpretation from the correlations among the
three constructs.  Note that the low achieving group described by Biggs was not present
in an appreciable amount in the sample to be recognized by the cluster analysis, though
the deep group does coincide with a relatively low achieving approach score.  This may
explain the low 73.0% of deep students that finished the course as compared to the
overall average of 82.8%.  In a similar fashion, the surface approach scored achieving
relatively low and also featured a somewhat reduced percent of finishing the course
(79.3%) compared to the overall rate (82.8%).  This seems to indicate that marking the
achieving approach low can be related to leaving the course mid-semester.  Among the
remaining groups where achieving approach is marked higher, retention seems to be at
the course average or higher.
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Table 6.6 – Student Performance Based on Study Approach
Approach ACS Exam Percent Conceptual Percent Algorithmic Percent
Deep Achieving 58.1% 55.4% 61.0%
Deep 57.1% 54.3% 60.1%
Surface 51.3% 50.2% 52.6%
Achieving 50.5% 47.0% 54.4%
Surface Achieving 48.3% 46.1% 50.8%
Total 52.0% 49.5% 54.8%
From Table 6.6 it is shown that overall on the ACS Exam performance, both groups that
feature a deep approach score markedly higher than the other groups.  An ANOVA test
indicates that the differences in performance are significant, F = 9.141 (748, 4) p < 0.05,
and a follow-up Tukey multiple comparison procedure, homogeneous variance assumed
(variances were within 0.04 of each other), confirms that the significant difference is a
result of the two deep approach groups scoring higher than the remaining groups.  No
other pair-wise differences were found among the groups.
To further investigate the reason for the differences among the study approaches,
performance on the ACS exam was split into performance on just the conceptual
questions and performance on the algorithmic questions.  On the conceptual questions,
ANOVA again indicates that the groups differ significantly, F = 7.582 (748, 4) p < 0.05,
and the follow-up procedure found that the two deep approaches were each scoring
higher than the surface achieving and achieving groups.  The algorithmic questions also
featured significant group differences, F = 8.383 (748, 4) p < 0.05 with the pair-wise test
indicating both deep approaches scored higher than surface and surface achieving.  The
significant pair-wise differences are summarized in Table 6.7
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Table 6.7 – Significant Pair-wise Differences
Outcome
Measure ACS Conceptual Algorithmic
Higher Scoring
Groups
Deep
Deep Achieving
Deep
Deep Achieving
Deep
Deep Achieving
Lower Scoring
Groups
Surface
Surface Achieving
Achieving
Achieving
Surface Achieving
Surface
Surface Achieving
These results suggest that the achieving approach represents a hindrance on conceptual
questions except when it is combined with the deep approach, and the surface approach
represents a hindrance on the algorithmic questions.  For each of the ANOVAs, the effect
size f is approximately 0.2, approaching a medium effect size.  In other words, the size of
the differences between groups is sufficient that it could be detected in the course of
normal experience by reviewing assessment scores.[70]
The negative relation between the achieving approach and conceptual questions
suggests that the perception among the sample is that conceptual knowledge is not an
important piece in assessment.  As these students would be principally concerned about
their grades, they may not be focusing on conceptual knowledge, or may believe that
focusing on algorithmic operations offers a greater pay-off in terms of assessment.  This
however only acknowledges the assessment portion of the classroom environment.  As
mentioned other factors may also contribute to this perception.  For example, the teacher
or teaching style may be diminishing the importance of conceptual knowledge to the
students with the achieving approach.  Or past student experience could play a role in this
perception: possibly conceptual knowledge wasn’t emphasized in past chemistry or
science courses.
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The success of the deep approaches, compared to the remaining approaches, on
both the conceptual and algorithmic questions is in contrast to existing research literature
that finds multiple-choice question exams tending to reward the surface approach.[162]
This may be a result of the nature of the multiple-choice questions, which may not be
easily answered by memorization and recall of facts.  Or it may be subject matter
specific, with chemistry multiple-choice questions relying on a more integrated
understanding that corresponds to the deep approach.  Regardless, in this setting it does
seem possible to reward a deep approach using multiple choice exams.  The relative
success of the deep approaches on the conceptual questions corresponds with the
previous stated hypothesis that because of their effort to relate new information with
previously learned knowledge these students would perform better with conceptual
problems.  Thus one may expect that steps which encourage the deep study approach in
the classroom to improve conceptual understanding in chemistry.  However, also notice
that the algorithmic performance for the deep approaches were higher than the other
approaches.  Thus it may be that the students employing the deep approach are simply
better students and their higher performance on the conceptual questions is just another
reflection of their aptitude.  There is most likely some truth to this possibility, it appears
the deep approaches comprise a sub-set that is a sizable portion of the higher-performing
students.  But past research has also found that even good students tend to have a difficult
time with conceptual questions, [135] which does not seem to be the case for those
showing the deep approaches.
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Study Approaches in PLGI Reform
As previously mentioned, the study approaches students employ is thought to
depend in part on the classroom setting.  Previous studies have shown that assessment
likely plays the largest role [163, 164] but teacher beliefs have been shown to have an
impact on the study approaches students employ.[160]  Because of this, it may be
possible that the PLGI reform impacts the study approaches students employ.  If this is
true, the impact in study approaches may explain the improved chemistry understanding
these students demonstrate compared to their lecture-only counter-parts.  In particular, it
may be that the use of cooperative learning causes negotiation of understanding among
the students, and this negotiation may promote more of a desire to understand the
underlying reasons.  Because of this, the PLGI reform may lead to more students
employing the deep approach in the classroom.  However, the assessments used in the
PLGI setting are un-altered from the lecture-only setting, with the exception of the use of
weekly quizzes and homework in the PLGI reform class which played a small role (less
than 10%) in the overall grade.  Given that the assessments play a large role in study
approaches, and that the assessments used in PLGI are similar to that used in the lecture
setting, it is also likely that the use of PLGI does not affect the study approaches students
employ.  Adding to this, the study that found teaching beliefs impacted student study
approach [160] did not investigate assessments used, though likely the assessments were
impacted by teaching beliefs.
To investigate the potential impact of PLGI on study approaches students employ,
the SPQ survey was administered in the one PLGI class during the fall semester of 2004.
The procedures for administration were identical to that used in the lecture-only classes,
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however due to logistics, no make-up opportunity was offered for these students.  The
effect of this departure in procedure will be addressed later on in the discussion.  Data
analysis steps, including the transformation, and treatments of missing data are identical
to the lecture-only students.
The survey administration in the PLGI class resulted in complete surveys for 96
students in the PLGI section, out of approximately 190 students who were initially
enrolled.  Table 6.8 compares SAT scores and ACS exam scores for those who completed
the survey versus those who did not complete or did not take the survey, showing very
little difference between these two groups on these measures.
Table 6.8 – Survey Completion Comparison
Measure Survey N Mean Std. Dev.
Not Complete 74 567 77.0SAT Math Completed 82 565 82.5
Not Complete 74 546 79.1SAT Verbal Complete 82 543 80.7
Not Complete 55 59.7% 18.6%ACS Exam Complete 77 57.7% 17.2%
Outlier analysis indicates that 2 students had scores above 3 standard deviations and were
removed from the analysis.  The approach scores in the PLGI reform were compared to
the approach scores for the classes in the same fall semester in Table 6.9.
Table 6.9 – Comparison of Average Study Approach Scores
Study Approach PLGI n = 94
(std. dev)
Lecture-only n = 385
(std. dev)
d-value
(significance)
Surface 2.816 (5.781) 2.299 (5.78149) -0.090 (n.s.)
Deep -4.450 (4.885) -3.470 (5.63402) 0.186 (n.s.)
Achieve 1.635 (4.484) 1.171 (4.088) -0.108 (n.s.)
No significant differences were found between the PLGI section and the lecture-only
section on the three approach scores.  The d-value provides a standardized measure of the
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difference, with 0.2 indicating a small difference, or a difference that is just
distinguishable from the noise in the data.[70]  The deep approach score had a d-value of
0.186 indicating that the difference was near the criteria for a small difference, but could
still be attributed to chance.  Also note the direction of the difference indicates that the
deep approach was scored less in the PLGI section compared to the Lecture-only section,
which is opposite what may have been expected.
Based on Table 6.9 though, it appears the students in the PLGI reform had a
negligible difference to the students in the lecture-only course in the same semester.  One
possibility is the time the survey was administered, which was relatively early in the
semester, after the first test in the course.  It may be that the PLGI reform did not have
sufficient time to impact study approaches students employ at this point.  Administering
the survey later in the semester to both cohorts may provide a more noticeable difference.
Finally, to establish a stronger causal relationship between PLGI reform and student
study approaches, a pre/post administration of the survey would likely provide a stronger
indication.  Additionally, as the study approaches are self-reported by the students in the
sample, the incorporation of other study approach measures to triangulate the results
would also add to the confidence in the results.
Finally it is possible that the change in methodology, where the make-up was
offered in the lecture only class but not in the PLGI class, affected the results.  The exact
impact this discrepancy has cannot be known, however, as a proxy for the effect, a
comparison of the study approach groups between those who took the make-up and those
who took it in-class among the non-PLGI sections is performed.  The results of this
comparison are shown in Table 6.10.
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Table 6.10 – Study Approach Dependence on In-class Versus Make-up
Study Approach In Class Make-up
Surface 18.2% 18.7%
Deep 10.0% 8.9%
Surface Achieving 27.8% 26.6%
Achieving 26.9% 27.6%
Deep Achieving 17.1% 18.2%
Total 550 203
From Table 6.10 it appears there are only minor differences, as no group differs between
in class and make-up by more than 2 percent.  Chi square analysis on the effect of the
make-up on the distribution showed no significant effect, χ2 = 0.435 (4) p > 0.05.  Based
on the results of the non-PLGI sections, there seems to be no effect in the group
distribution for offering the make-up or not offering the make-up.  Whether this is true
for the PLGI section is not known, but there is no evidence to believe that the students
who took the survey in the PLGI section are not representative of the responses in the
PLGI section had the make-up been offered.
Implications
This study indicates that for the ACS Exam, the deep approaches are more
successful and should be encouraged, but within the sample the deep approach represents
only 27% of the students.  Thus efforts to promote the deep approach within the
classroom seems to be warranted.  Past research has indicated that study approaches in
the tertiary level are fairly stable, and that while they seem to be dependent on the
discipline (psychology students show different scores from science students for example)
within a discipline they tend not to change.[156, 165]  However, these studies make this
claim by comparing a first-year science classroom with a senior science classroom and
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finding them the same.  This does not investigate whether study approaches could be
altered by classroom interventions.  Among the possibilities, the earlier mentioned work
of Trigwell, et. al., suggests that the use of more student-oriented teaching may promote
the deep approaches in this setting.[160]  This describes a teaching intervention, but other
classroom interventions are also plausible.
In this study, it was shown that the multiple-choice exam rewards those who
employ a deep study approach, by way of their higher scores.  It has been proposed that
this relationship encourages the deep approach among students, [159] but other studies
have found that even when multiple choice assessments measure more than factual recall,
it still spurs the employment of surface approaches in students.[162, 166]  This may be
the case in the current setting, where the final exam measure seems to reward the deep
approach, yet 47% of the sample employ one of the surface approaches and another 26%
employ the achieving approach.  Varying the assessment procedures may spur the deep
approach, but with large class sizes often the range of assessments is limited.  Other
interventions may assist those employing the surface approach, such as emphasis on note-
taking or time management skills.[167]
Finally, take note of the interesting relationship between the achieving construct,
student retention and performance on the ACS Exam.  As has been noted students with a
low achieving score have a higher tendency to leave the course.  However students with a
high achieving score tend to perform worse on the conceptual portion of the assessment
that was given, though reasons for this may just as well result from the classroom
contexts as it does from student factors, as discussed.  Suggestions for interventions to the
achieving approach are understandably limited.  The achieving approach was designed to
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be decontextualized, [162] minimally dependent on classroom environment, and to
indicate the competitive nature of students.[156]  Extremes on either end of the achieving
construct may benefit from counseling, but the effect of classroom interventions on the
achieving construct at this time are uncertain.  One possibility, proposed by Trigwell and
Sleet is that the students with high achieving scores tend to perform better on assessments
they are familiar with.[159]   Thus using a variety of assessment techniques in the
classroom may promote the repertoire of assessments these students are familiar with,
and subsequently improve their performance across multiple types of assessment of
student understanding.
Conclusions
Student study approaches in chemistry can provide important information for both
teachers and researchers on the resulting understanding students show in the course.  This
study has found a wide variety of study approaches that students employ within the
setting, and has found which approaches are more successful as determined by a
nationally available ACS exam.  In particular, concern is given for the large percent of
students employing the surface approach with unsuccessful results, and some suggested
interventions to reduce this percent.  The achieving approach has been linked to poor
conceptual performance and may provide a rationale for the discrepancy in conceptual
understanding found in other studies.  Future work could focus on the effect of altering
the classroom environment on the prevalence of study approaches students employ.
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VII.  Conclusions and Future Directions
The principal focus of this work was to determine if the reform was successful in
improving students understanding and in what ways was it successful.  To address this,
multiple angles of consideration were examined, with a particular emphasis on pre-
existing achievement gaps.  First, and foremost, the reform was found to be a more
effective teaching technique than a traditional lecture-based approach.  This finding was,
on average, true for all students in the setting, across the three years the reform ran, even
when controlling for student SAT sub-scores or student performance on a formal thought
measure.  Two significant indications, in agreement with each other, lead to this
conclusion:  first, students in the reform performed progressively better in the semester
than their non-reform counterparts, and second, the students in the reform outperformed
their counterparts on an external-to-the-institution exam which the students and
instructors likely had no prior experience with.  The congruence of these two findings
leads to the conclusion that the reform is a more effective teaching pedagogy than the
traditional lecture.
This evaluation also considered a unique perspective by examining the pre-
existing achievement gaps presented by students’ SAT sub-scores and performance on a
formal thought measure.  First, it was demonstrated that formal thought and SAT sub-
scores represent independent factors in determining chemistry success, so that the
achievement gaps present on the different constructs are distinct from each other.
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Second, the reform was evaluated for its effect on the achievement gaps present, taking
advantage of the large sample size.  The reform was found to have a limited impact on
the SAT sub-score achievement gap that is the reform did not noticeably widen or shrink
the pre-existing achievement gap.  Regarding the formal thought achievement gap, there
are some promising indications that the reform assists students with low formal thought,
but this could not be satisfactorily concluded.
Finally this work investigated the study approaches students employed in the
setting, by use of the Study Processes Questionnaire.  This investigation was meant to
provide a descriptive indication of the students’ approaches to the course, the usefulness
of each study approach toward students’ performance on the ACS Exam, and serve as a
baseline for evaluating any impact the reform may have on the approaches employed.
Cluster analysis created meaningful groups in this context, indicating the questionnaire is
appropriate for the course and viable for future studies.  There were indications that the
deep approach was generally the most successful approach employed, and is relatively
rare in this setting.  No indication was present that the reform spurred the deep approach;
the impact of the reform on study approaches as a whole remains an area of open, and
possibly fruitful, investigation.
Relevance of the Work Presented
First, as part of a broad effort to improve science education, this evaluation serves
as an important piece in understanding ways to promote better understanding among
science students.  While in general it has been shown that reform style teaching improves
academic achievement over traditional lecture-based styles (see Johnson & Johnson [14]
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for example), this is among the first to demonstrate a reform that is specifically tailored to
a large lecture class is also successful.  As large lecture classes at universities are
plentiful, this is an important step in bridging the gap between reform practice and large
universities.[168]
Second, this evaluation is unique in its focus on equity or the pre-existing
achievement gaps present within the setting.  Comparison of average scores, or even
average scores while controlling for one variable, may ignore the fact that one group is
not being assisted, or worse disadvantaged, by the reform.  By examining the impact of
the reform on the already-present relationship between pre-existing measures and
academic achievement helps to elucidate the effect of the reform on the achievement gaps
present at the beginning of the course.  Finding no impact on the equity in the classroom
by the reform, indicates that students with low high school preparation or formal thought
do benefit from the reform, but no more than their better prepared counterparts.  This
finding highlights the need, and challenge, to offer a science curriculum better tailored to
students who enter the setting with less preparation.  Furthermore it also offers other
educational researchers a means and rationale for examining the impact other reforms
may have on equity.
Finally, by demonstrating the effectiveness of the reform, this work has served as
a basis for dissemination efforts with practitioners across the nation.  The reform is
unique in that it still offers the majority of time for conventional teaching approaches,
and still covers all the material conventionally associated with the course.  In showing
that such a limited reform improves students’ academic performance, this work may
present a convincing argument to those practitioners interested in reform, but hesitant to
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abandon conventional teaching practices.  By promoting dissemination, the potential for
improving science understanding on a larger scale may be realized.
Future Projects Suggested by This Work
As a result of this work, a number of future projects are readily available.  First,
as a result of understanding that the reform is successful and for whom, this work
naturally leads to why is it successful?  What aspects of the reform are promoting this
improved understanding?  Because of the nature of the reform, several reasons have been
postulated, including cooperative learning, the ability of peer leaders to naturally hit the
students’ zones of proximal development or the inquiry nature of the activities.  Future
studies can begin to understand the role each of these factors play in students’ chemistry
understanding.  Such projects may involve comparing the actions that take place in the
PLGI reform to a more conventional cooperative learning setting, or by comparing the
reform to a class where inquiry materials are assigned to students to work on
individually.  Additionally, the role of the peer leader in the PLGI reform can be
investigated from an ethnographic perspective to better understand the impact this
position has on the classroom environment.  It is worth noting that investigations into
how the reform works would not be possible without this prior work establishing that the
reform is an effective means for teaching.
This work has also highlighted the achievement gaps that are present in this
setting and can be described by pre-semester measures.  As mentioned, there is a need to
further understand the underlying reasons behind these achievement gaps so that effective
remediation or in-course remedies can be developed.  Finding that this reform did assist
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all students in the course is a positive first step, but there was no indication that the
reform began reducing these achievement gaps.  Understanding the roles that students
with poor preparation exhibit while in the reform setting may serve as a foundation for
altering the reform to better assist these students.  Doing so, as mentioned, has a strong
potential for promoting diversity in the sciences and approaching the Science Education
Standards’ goal of “science for everyone.” [7]
As mentioned before, the reform is limited in the extent that it alters a traditional
classroom.  Only one class per week out of three was changed with the reform, and this
was thought to make dissemination more feasible, particularly to instructors that are well-
versed in the traditional teaching style.  But, as the reform is found to be effective in even
this limited fashion, a reasonable direction may be to determine if this effect can be
maximized by devoting more class time to the reform, and less to the traditional teaching
style.  This could even be extrapolated to the point where an entire class could be devoted
to the reform style teaching.  Such a change would require a rebalancing of the tasks
between peer leaders and the course instructor, but it would still be feasible.  In addition
to effectiveness, this change may also promote classroom equity more as classroom
modifications to assist students with lower preparation would have more opportunity to
take hold.
Another area for future study would be on the transferability of this reform to
other institutions.  One limitation of the current study is that it takes place in only one
institution, and implementation and sustainability at other institutions may face
alternative barriers that hinder success.  Since the reform is explicitly designed for large
lecture classes which are common at larger universities, of particular interest would be in
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implementing the reform at different institution types, such as four-year universities or
community colleges.  As these types of institutions tend to be more open to reform
teaching ideas, [168] the successful implementation of this reform at these levels would
greatly aid any dissemination effort.  One potential barrier to this transfer would be the
role of peer leaders.  In the current setting, peer leaders are required as a result of the
large class sizes.  When class size is decreased, the need for peer leaders changes, and
their role in the setting may directly change as a result.  This potential effect would be an
interesting area of research and help uncover how much of the reform benefits can be
attributed to the role the peer leaders play in the current setting.
While this work focused largely on student benefits, in particular with academic
achievement, future work could also focus on benefits the peer leaders receive.  Peer
leaders may improve their understanding of chemistry topics as a result of this
experience, for example.  Another possibility is the development of peer leaders’
pedagogical breadth and beliefs as a result of this experience.  As most peer leaders have
little teaching experience, this reform could provide an ideal ground for exploring the
experiences and beliefs of beginning teachers.  Such a study may help guide teacher
training programs, as well as the peer leader training performed in the reform.
Also building on student benefits that have been demonstrated, would be any
investigation that probes long-term benefits from the reform.  Initial indications are that
students who attended the reform did perform better in a follow-on course [63], but this
study was limited to only one semester of the reform.  A more comprehensive
investigation of long-term student performance would indicate transferability of the
concepts learned in the reform setting, which is an important hallmark of meaningful
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learning.[169]  Additionally, the reform may have a possibility of creating a support
group for students that reduces student drop-out later in the college curriculum, or the
reform may promote interest in science, both of which would be interesting topics for
future studies, and add to the positive facets of the reform demonstrated here.
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Appendix A:  Commonly Used Acronyms
Table A.1 – Description of Commonly Used Acronyms
Acronym Name
PLGI Peer-Led Guided Inquiry
MSAT Math portion of the SAT exam
VSAT Verbal portion of the SAT exam
SATAVG Class average score on the SAT measure
HLM Hierarchical Linear Models
ACS American Chemical Society
ACS Exam American Chemical Society First Semester General Chemistry
(Special) Examination
TOLT Test of Logical Thinking
TOLT4AVG Class average of students scoring over 4 on TOLT
SPQ Study Processes Questionnaire
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Appendix C:  First Day Survey
Please fill out your name, social security number and your answers to the following
questions on a scan-tron bubble sheet.  The scan-tron will serve as the attendance
check. Your answers to the 15 questions below are appreciated as we work to improve
this course.
1.   How many years (including this one) have you attended a college or university?
a)  1st year       b)  2nd year        c)  3rd year        d)  4th year        e)  more than 4 years
2.   Are you a transfer student from another college or university? a)  Yes       b)  No
3.   What is your major or intended major?
a) Chemistry   b) Pre-med or allied-health   c) Engineering   d) Other science   e) Non-science
4.   How much chemistry did you have in high school?
a) No chemistry in high school   b) 1 semester   c) 1 full year   d) 1-2 full years   e) More than 2 full
years
5.   Which best describes the highest level of math you’ve completed?
a)  I have not taken any math courses as advanced as algebra
b)  algebra and/or trigonometry (MAC 1105)
c)  pre-calculus (MAC 1140)
d)  calculus I (MAC 2241, 2281 or 2311)
e)  calculus II (MAC 2242, 2282 or 2312)
6.   Which best describes the math course you are taking now?
a)  I am not currently taking a math course
b)  algebra and/or trigonometry (MAC 1105)
c)  pre-calculus (MAC 1140)
d)  calculus I or calculus II (MAC 2241, 2242, 2281, 2282, 2311 or 2312)
e)  other
7.   Have you taken Chemistry for Today (CHM 2021 or equivalent)? a)  Yes       b)  No
8.   Do you currently plan to take General Chemistry II (CHM 2046)?  a)  Yes      b)  No
9.   With regard to General Chemistry I (CHM 2045 or equivalent), which best describes you:
a)  I am retaking General Chemistry I       b)  I am enrolled in General Chemistry I for the 1st time
10.  With regard to General Chemistry I Lab (CHM 2045L or equivalent), which best describes you:
a) I am currently enrolled in the General Chemistry I Lab
b) I am planning to take General Chemistry I Lab
c) I have already completed General Chemistry I Lab
d) I have no plans to take General Chemistry I Lab
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11.  What grade do you expect to earn in General Chemistry I (CHM 2045)?
a)  A       b)  B       c)  C       d)  D       e)  F
12.  Are you: a)  Male       b)  Female
13.  Are you a U.S. citizen? a)  Yes       b)  No
14.  Race/National Origin that best describes you (categories taken from USF admissions
application):
a)  American Indian and Native Alaskan       b)  Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
c)  Asian       d)  Black       e)  White
15.  Do you consider yourself Hispanic or Latino? a)  Yes       b)  No
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Appendix D:  Standardized Growth Model
Since the tests from one semester to another were different, the combination of
test scores across semester may be problematic.  For example, if the first test in each
semester varied in difficulty, a 60% correct score on one test could mean a relatively high
score in one semester or a relatively low score a different semester.  One way to account
for this possibility is to standardize the test for each semester.  This way, each test in each
semester has an average score of zero and a standard deviation of one.  And
correspondingly, a value of 0.2 on a test would mean 0.2 standard deviations above the
class average of those who took that same test.
With this transformation made, an HLM was run using identical decisions as
before with the unstandardized data.  The full equation again suggested removing the
classroom effects on individual SAT scores, suggesting little impact on equity as a result
of the reform.  With these coefficients removed, the model was run again, resulting in the
coefficients in Tables A.2 through A.3.
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Table A.2 - Estimating the Intercept Coefficient (π0jk)
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ000 Intercept -0.006588 0.01874 n.s.
γ001 Class SAT 0.003461 0.000911 <0.001
γ002 PLGI -0.02964 0.04561 n.s.
β01k Student Math SAT 0.005129 0.000254 <0.001
β02k Student Verbal SAT 0.001191 0.000255 <0.001
n.s. = non significant (p > 0.050)
Table A.3 - Estimating the Slope Coefficient (π1jk)
Symbol Description Estimate Std. Error Sig.
γ100 Intercept -0.05076 0.00795 <0.001
γ101 Class SAT -0.0003662 0.000397 n.s.
γ102 PLGI 0.07316 0.01963 <0.001
β11k Student Math SAT -0.00053 0.000110 <0.001
β12k Student Verbal SAT 0.000047 0.000109 n.s.
n.s. = non significant (p > 0.050)
The discussion will begin with Table A.2, which indicates the effect of these factors on
Test 1 performance.  First note the intercept is approximately zero, which is a direct
result of the standardization procedure.  However, apart from this change, the
significance test of each parameter is similar to Table 2.8.  The PLGI coefficient is
negative, indicating that students in the PLGI section scored lower than their non-PLGI
counterparts on the first test; though this difference is non-significant and can be
attributed to chance.
Table A.3 indicates how the standardized scores change over time.  Similar to
Table 2.9, the intercept in this table is significant and negative, and the PLGI variable is
significant and positive.  In Table 2.9 the PLGI coefficient of 1.55 is just over half of the
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intercept value –3.08.  However in the standardized values of Table A.3 the PLGI
coefficient is actually larger than the intercept coefficient.  This is a direct result of the
standardizing procedure, which keeps the average for each test at zero.  Such that when
the PLGI reform produces a positive effect, resulting in PLGI students scoring in general
above average, the non-PLGI students (reflected by the intercept) have to demonstrate a
negative value in order to keep the average at zero.  The relative weights of the
coefficients are a result of the sample size of PLGI versus non-PLGI rather than an
indication of the difference.  The coefficients in Table 2.9 are more readily applicable in
making this type of comparison.
However, the standardized values in Table A.3 can provide some descriptive
value which isn’t present in Table 2.9.  The coefficients indicate the number of standard
deviations above or below average for each group.  Finding the score expected for a
student in PLGI with SAT scores equal to the class average on test 4 (time = 3), the score
would be 0.19 standard deviations above average, where a similar student without PLGI
would be 0.16 standard deviations below average.
In the unstandardized model it was found that student SAT scores had a strong
impact on the first test, but in terms of the slope coefficient that represents time student
SAT scores did not impact the scores.  This model features a similar result, with the
exception of a significant negative student Math SAT score relating to the slope
coefficient.  This may be an indication of student drop-out in the semester
disproportionately occurring for students with low SAT scores.  As a result, students with
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higher SAT scores that remain would be approaching the class average.  Nonetheless, the
impact is also minimal, reducing the effect of Math SAT from an original value of
0.005129 to a Test 4 value of 0.003554, such that Math SAT still plays a role in course
performance throughout the semester.  Also note this additional significant coefficient
does not impact the interpretation of the effect of the reform, and like before the reform
was found to demonstrate effectiveness in the overall class performance, but no
noticeable effect on the equity in the classroom that results from student SAT scores.
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